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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to design an instrument and to use it in
a study to measure teachers' perceptions of their effectiveness in
teaching Catholic moral principles to middle and upper secondary
students. As well, a final version of the instrument based on the
results of the study and respondznt feedback was to be developed. The
study was justified on the following grounds:
- less than half of Western Australia's Catholic secondary teachers
of Religious Education are qualified to teach Religious
Education.
- Research findings (Fahy, 1980; Flynn, 1985; Angus, 1988) cast
doubt on the effectiveness of moral education within the Catholic
middle and upper secondary school.
- No studies have measured teachers' perceptions of their
effectiveness in teaching Catholic •oral principles to senior
secondary students.
Following the distribution of the initial instrument to respondents,
the study's focus was refined from the school to the classroom in
Catholic middle and upper socondary moral education, The instrument was
revised to accom1odate this change in research focus for the purpose of
data analysis and its content was based on the Catholic school •odels
of effective teacher behaviour and effective moral education

curriculum.

The revised instrument was used in a study of 87 respondents fro•
Catholic secondary schools in Western Australia and New South Wales.
Cronbach alpha coefficients and face, content and construct validity
assessments confirmed the ir.strument's reliability and validity. Means,
t tests and response distribution percentages were obtained to evaluate
data.
T~e study found that fewer unqualified teachers than other teachers in
the study perceived that their teacher effectiveness, teacher
attributes and teaching strategies were effective in Catholic middle
and upper secondary moral education. The r.tudy also found that less
than half of unqualified teachers agreed that the Catholic secondary
school's curriculum priorities, and in particular those related to the
provision of a comprehensive guide to Catholic moral teachings, were
effective for the needs of unqualified teachers of Religious Education
in Iiddle and upper secondary classes.

So11e adjustments were made to the revised instrument following the
study. The final instrument is a self adllinistered questionaire. It
contains 29 ite•s, 27 of wh·:oh are six option Likert Scales, including
'Not Applicable' response options outside the scales. The final
i•str~~~ent was developed, potentially, for use in a larger study to
evaluate Catholic •iddle and upper secondary 10ral education in
Australia.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
1.1 Background

Over the past 25 years, the responsibility for teaching
Religious· Education in Australian Catholic secondary schools has
shifted from the Religious Orders to lay staff who now occupy the
great majority of teaching positions in Catholic schools. According to
statistics of the Catholic Education Office, Perth WA., B. Alfirevich,
(personal co..unication, March 22, 1990) in 1979, 78.5% of secondary
staff in Western Australian Catholic schools were lay teachers and, in
1989, their representation had increased to 92.7%.
The increasing proportion of lay teachers in Catholic schools
raises the question of whether they have the competence to replace
their religious order colleagues as religious educators. In 1989,
62.3% of secondary Religious Education teachers in Western Australian
Catholic schools had no formal training in Religious Education
(Catholic Education Review, 1989).
When more than half of the Catholic secondary Religious
Education workforce in Western Australia is unqualified to teach
Religious Education, it might be assumed that Catholic school
eoployers have neglected Religious Education teaching qualifications
in their recruit•ent policies. In fact, there is an acute national
shortage of qualified teachers of Religious Education, despite
Catholic school adainistrators' efforts to promote tertiary level
Religious Education teacher training courses (Crawford and Rossiter,
1988). Teaching qualifications are not a conclusive indicator of
professional coopetence in teaching Religious Education. However, this
1

evidence suggests that at least there should be some careful
monitoring of teacher effectiveness in Catholic secondary Religious
Education.
Since the first major studies of Australian Catholic school
religious effectiveness were implemented (Mol, 1968; Leavey, 1972),
teacher effectiveness has remained only arl incidental function of
broader school effectiveness concerns. T!oe development of Australian
Catholic School religious effectiveness research traces the
application of increasingly

~ophisticated

methodologies for measuring

the extent to which Cathc"lic schools realise their religious aims.
With the refinement of methodologies has come •ore reliable and valid
measureaents of religious effectiveness and the accu.ulation of
convincing

e~irical

evidence that Catholic schools and some elements

within those schools (religious cli•ate and Religious Education in the
classroom) have unique positive effects on the religious attitudes and
behaviour of students (Fahy, 1980; Flynn, 1985). However, the
narrowing of empirical research focus from studYing the religious
effectiveness of the Catholic secondary school to studying that of
ele•ents within the school has not yet converged on religious
effectiveness study of the Catholic secondary teacher of Religious
Education.
It might be argued that teacher effectiveness is •easured
i8plicitly in school effectiveness research. For the purposes of
educational evaluation, where the school is effective, ele•ents within
the school, including the teacher, also, may be assU8ed to be
effective. However, where school effectiveness probl08s are
identified, the effectiveness of teachers therefore also is brought
into question. Although studies (Flynn, 1975, 1985; Fahy, 1980) have
found the Catholic secondary school syste• was effective in realising
2

many of its religious aims, an effectiveness problem was identified in
the area of moral education. Fahy (1980) and Flynn (1985) found that
the majority of Catholic senior secondary students in their lar1e
samples expressed sexual moral values contrary to Catholic moral
teachings. Arguably, these findings may be viewed as a reflect1on of
wholesome dissent fro• some Catholic sexual moral teachings by a large
proportion of adult Catholics (Crawford and Rossiter, 1988, pp. 2122). However, Flynn's (1985) and Angus' (1988) student respondents
perceived that insufficient

e~hasis

was placed on moral issues in

their Religious Education classes. This evidence suggests that the
info._ed moral decision Baking needs of senior students were not
addressed adequately in the classroom and, thus, a moral education
problem was

id~ntified.

This problem in Catholic senior secondary

moral education casts more doubt on the competence and effectiveness
of teachers of Rqligious Education but, as yet, their specific
contribution to the problem area is unmeasured.
When problems arise within a system, important elements should
be evaluated, individually, to locate the source of the problem.
Research findings have identified the teaching of moral principles to
Catholic senior secondary students as a problem which requires further
investigation. Catholic secondary teachers of Religious Education are
responsible for

i~lementing

the Moral Education Curriculum and thus

play a central role in realising the school's eoral development goal.
Because other elements in the lives of students, such as the home, the
peer group, and the school environment also contribute to their •oral
development, the research process of clarifying the source of the
moral education problem is not a

si~le

one.

The •oral education problem in Catholic senior secondary classes
is complex in nature and the perspectives of all parties concerned
3

with the problem, potentially, are valuable sources of data. One
perspective relevant to the moral education probleo is that of
teachers' perceptions of their effectiveness in implementing the moral
education curriculum. In assessing student progress, teachers are
provided with evidence to evaluate their own effectiveness and that of
the moral education curriculum. At present, no research has been
undertaken which specifically measures teachers' perceptions of their
effectiveness in teaching Catholic aoral principles to aiddle and
upper Catholic secondary students.
An important purpose of Catholic secondary aoral education is to
promote the developaent of infol'JIIed and independent moral dec-ision
aaking skills in students. Although this approach to moral education
advocates the adoption of Catholic moral principles by students, it
also provides them with the knowledge, skills and freedom to make
responsible and independent moral choices. In this context, the
measurement of teachers' perceptions of their effectiveness in aoral
education within the Catholic middle and upper secondary classroom
m~st

focus on the teaching process (the teacher's contribution and the

curriculum) as well as on teaching outcomes (student moral values).

1.2 Statelent of the Prob lei
Catholic secondary school religious effectiveness research found
classroom moral education was ineffective in aeeting the moral
developaent needs of Catholic senior secondary students. Although
teachers of Religious Education and the moral education curriculum are
the potential sources of this problem of ineffectiveness, their
effectiveness is unaeasured. The measurement of teachers' perceptions
of their effectiveness and their perceptions of the effectiveness of
oleaents within the classroom which contribute to their effectiveness
4

in teaching Catholic moral principles to middle and upper secondary
students is an important step in a comprehensive evaluation of the
effectiveness problem in Catholic senior secondary moral education.

1.3 The Purpose of the Stwr
The purpose of this studY was to develop an instru.ent and to
use it to •••sure teachers' perceptions of their effectiveness in
teaching Catholic moral principles to middle and upper secondary
school students. As well, the instrument was developed and used to
mezsure teachers' perceptions of the effectiveness of elements within
the classroom which contribute to teacher effectiveness in Catholic
middle and upper secondary moral education. A final version of the
instrument, which was based on the results of the study and respondent
feedback, was developed for use in future research.

1.4 Research Questions
The study was designed to provide information responding to the
research questions presented below.
1.

Can a reliable and valid instrument be developed which measures
teachers' perceptions of their effectiveness in teaching
Catholic moral principles to middle and upper secondary
students?

2.

Can a reliable and valid instru.ent be developed which •easures
teachers' perceptions of the effectiven•ss of their teacher
behaviour and the •oral education curriculum, the eleaents
within the classroom which contribute to their teacher
effectiveness in Biddle and upper Catholic secondary aoral
O!ducation?

3.

What are teachers' perceptions of their effectiveness i"
5

teaching Catholic moral principles to middle and upper secomJary
students?
4.

What are teachers' perceptions of the effectiveness of their
teacher behaviour and the moral education curriculum, the
elements within the classroom which contribute to their teacher
effectiveness?

5.

Is there a difference between the perceived moral education
effectiveness of teachers within the following Religious
Education teaching subgroups:
- experienced and inexperienced teachers?
- qualified and unqualified teachers?
- specialist and nonspecialist teachers?
- lay teachers and teaching members of religious
orders?
- single sex boys and girls school teachers?
- single sex and coeducational school teachers?

1,5 Definitions
1,5.1

~

Catholic ScbQol Moral Education Goal

Catholic school aoral education seeks to provide students with
the knowledge, skills and attitudes which are necessary to develop an
infonoed conscience. According to Gula (1989), an informed conscience
is one which enables the individual to make free and responsible
judg01ents:
- In the light of all relevant information including the act
itself, intentions, circumstances and consequences.

- With a clear llnderstanding of all moral stances on the issue,
including Gospel values and Cathol'.c teachings.
- With sound reasoning.
- With respect and co.passion for the freedo•, equality and
6

dignity of all individuals. (p. 136)

1.5.2 catholic Moral Principles
In the context of th·is study, 'Catholic Moral Principles' will

include the content of the Iiddle and

upp~r

secondary Moral Education

Curricuhlll. The tel'lll will enca.pass CathoUc .oral principlas,
Catholic 1oral teachings on the applicatiorJ of various 1oral
principles, Gospel values and the knowledge, skills and attitudes
which are necessary to develop an

infor~ed

conscience

(Gula, 1989, p. 136).
1,5.3 Jeacber Effectiveness

Two di1ensions of teacher effectiveness are derived fr01 the
teacher's role in Catholic middle and upper secondary ooral education.
Those diaensions are the effectiveness of the teacher in:
- establishing a coopassionate learning environ..nt which has
respect for the dignity, equality and freed01 of the individual
and which proaotes responsible, infor1ed and autonooous 1oral
decison oaking capabilities in students.
- providing comprehensive inforoation on ooral issues and in
advocating the voluntary adoption, by students, of Catholic
moral principles.

1.5.4 Moral Values

Moral values are the standards and priorities which dictate an
individual's COIOit..nt to action. The term is used in this context to
refer to the thinking, feeling and acting di•ensions of the huoan
conscience which direct decision-oaking concerned with behaviour.

7

1.6 Siaificance of the Studv

Teacher coapetency and curriculwo adequacy are challenged
seriously by evidence which suggests that the •oral decision •aking
needs of Catholic senior secondary students are not addressed
adequately in the classroom. This evidence was basod on the
perceptions of the student interest group and so 1ay be questioned. As
only or.e perspective relevant to the •oral education issue, the
student evidence must be considered inconclusive until it is supported
by the perceptions of other interest groups.
Teachers' perceptions of their effectiveness represents a
relevant perspective on the efficacy of Catholic secondary moral
education which flows froa people having both current classrooa
experience of moral education and professional credentials in
education. This perspectiv2 to the acral education problea will
provide essential data on self evaluation of classrooa teaching
perforaance and on user appraisal of the curriculuu. The aeasureaent
of these perceptions, therefore, is useful to the resolution of the
moral education issue. The evidence resulting fro• the measureaent of
these perceptions could potentially influence the direction of
subsequent inquiry into Catholic secondary moral education.
1.z Lllitations of tile Study
1.

The measure3ent of teachers' perceptions of their effectiveness
is not necessarily an objective aeasurement of teacher
effectiveness in moral education.

2.

Teachers• perceptions represent one important perspective, a1ong
•any, on the moral education problem. The process of finding
problea solutions will involve listening to people from a range
of relevant perspectives.

3,

The 10del of 'Effective Teacher Behaviour• (see Conceptual
8

Fra•ework) is a siwplified outline of the principal CQ8POnents
of professional teaching behaviour. Teachers are cowplex
individuals and aany aS!>eCts of professional behavior such as
detailed portrayals of personal attributes and teaching styles
are beyond the scope of one self adoinistered questionnaire.
4.

The proportion of unqualified teachers of Religious Education in
this study's sawple (36%) is probably unrepresentative of N.S.W.
and national trends. The proportion of unqualified teachers in
the Catholic secondary Religious education workforce in W.A.
during 1989 was 62.3% and this is probably more representative
of

N.S.W. and national trends than is this study's convenience

sawple.
1.8 Plan of

the Thesis

Literature related to school effectiveness research, teachers of
Religious Education, •oral developwent, .oral education and instruwent
desig" is discussed in Chapter 2. The study's conceptual

fra~rk

is

outlined in Chapter 3 and in Chapter 4 the •ethods e•ployed in the
study, including the instrument's development, are discussed. The
results of data analysis are reported and discussed in Chapter 6. The
conclusions which were drawn from the results of the study are
suaaarised in Chapter 7.

9

CHAPTER 2
Literature Review
In the previous chapter, the study's design was introduced. The
following discussion will centre on literature which is pertinent to
the study's design.
The discussion will firstly review the literature related to
research into the religious attitudes and behaviour of senior
secondary students in Catholic schools and that associated with
Catholic secondary teachers of Religious

Educati~n.

This literature

provided grounds for the present study. The review will then exawine
the literature related to •oral

devel~ent

and •oral education. The

conceptual fra•ework of the present study was derived fro. this
literature. Finally, the literature related to instru.ent design will
be discussed. The literature discussed in this review was used to
justify the selection of •ethodology and the inclusion of the •ajority
of questionnaire items for the study's instru.ent.
After respondents were surveyed in the present study, the
research focus was adjusted fro• moral education in the catholic
aiddle and upper secondary school to that within the Catholic middle
and upper secondary classroom. Because the content of the initial
instruaent used for data collection in this study ••braces both the
school and classro.. research focuses, literature which is relevant to
both of these research focuses is included in the following
discussion.
2.1 stlldent RellgiO!!S t.tt1tu!les ResearctJ

Over the past 25 years, the assessaent of religious
10

effectiveness in Catholic secondary schools through research has been
refined fro• the siaple aeasureaent of trends in student and axstudent Sunday Nass attendance (Mol, 1968) to the evaluation of the
effectiver.ess of eleaents within the school which contribute to the
religious and aoral attitudes of students (Flynn, 1985; Angus, 1988).
These changes represent "a g•·aduol evolution of the concept of
effectiveness and a developaent of sophistication in measu.·es and
statistical 1ethods" (Fahy, 1992, p. 49). Throughout the evolution of
this aonitoring process, student religious attitudes and behaviour
have reoained the principal source of data and the •easureaent of
teachers' perceptions has been

~iniaal.

The refine1ent in researchers'

concepts of religious effectiveness has reflected changes in the
Catholic secondary school's approach to Religious Education and these
changes trace the developing criteria by which teachers currently
gauge their own effectiveness in Catholic secondary religious and
aoral education. For this reason, discussion of Catholic secondary
school religious effectiveness research over the past 25 five years is
relevant to the purposes of this study even though teachers have been
largely overlooked by that research.
Mol (1968), consistent with the Alerican

stu~

which pioneered

large scale research into the religious effectiveness of Catholic
secondary schools (Greeley and Rossi, 1966), used self adlinistered
questionnaires and biavariate statistical aethods to •easure the
Sunday Mass attendance behaviour of ex-students as an esti1ate of the
religious effectiveness of Catholic se'

lary schools. Mol's

Australian study c01pared the Sunday Mass attendance trends of
Catholic ex-students educated in state schools with those of Catholic
school ex-students. Controlling for the Sunday Mass attendence trends
of all ex-students' faailies, Mol (1968) concluded that Catholic
education aay have been independently responsible for the higher level
11

of Catholic school ex-student Mass

attendan~e

in his saople. Mol's

(1968) concept of religious effectiveness assigned an elite religious
priority to the observance of Catholic Church Mass attendance rules
which is no longer consistent with Catholic school religious aims.
other aspects of student religious affiliation and develop.ent, as
well as Sunday Mass attendence behaviour, now constitute the criteria
for gauging religious effectiveness in Catholic schools. However, it
cannot be assumed that potential sources of teacher ineffectiveness,
such as this outdated concept of religious effectiveness, have been
abandoned by all •ellbers of the current Religious Education teaching
NDrkforce in Catholic secondary schools. Teacher Behaviour iteas 29
and 30 (Appendix II) in the present study's instrument were designed
to address this issue.
Leavey (1972) adopted a auch broader concept of religious
effectiveness than did Mol (1968) and she utilised multivariate
statistical methods to analyse the student attitudes data collected
with her self-administered questionnair3s. Leavey's concept of
religious effectiveness embraced the transMission of religious and
aoral values to students and their observ•nce of religious practices.
Leavey (1972) was the first Australian study to focus on ele.ents
within the Catholic secondary school which contribute to religious
effectiveness. The nine Catholic secondary girls schools in Leavey's
saople were divided into high and low achieving groups according to
their scores on religious cli•ate multi-item scales. Leavey's Model of
religious cliMate was based on the religious supportiveness of each
school's parent body. Leavey's findings suggested that the religious
climate of a Catholic secondary girls school was a determining factor
in the effectiveness of its transaission of religious values to
students froa religiously unsupportive hoaes. In basing the Religious
Environaent instrument section partially on Leavey's concept of
12

religious climate, the present stud¥ assumed that this contributor to
the t•eligious effectiveness of the school also aay be a contributor to
teacher effectiveness in aoral education. L?avey acknowledged in her
conclusions that other ele•ents within the school, such as the teacher
of Religious Education, also contribute to its religious and aoral
effectiveness and that the contributions of these elements required
closer scrutiny. The present study is a response to this petition for
further investigation into the religious and moral effectiveness of
soae eleoents within the Catholic secondary school.
The majority of Leavey's (1972) sample agreed with

Cat~olic

principles on aoral issues and the great •ajority of re•pnndents were
satisfied with their Re 1igi1lUS Education classes. These findings
indicate that the •oral education probl .. , on which the present study
was based, was not evident in Leavey (1972).
Flynn (1975) applied Leavey's research •ethodology to the
Australian Catholic secondary boys school setting. The student
instruments used by Flynn were only "slightly 11odified" (Flynn, 1975,
~·

2) versions of Leavey's aulti-itea scales. Flynn also included

questionnaires for staff and parents of the survey schools. Flynn
(1975) confirmed Leavey's suggestion that the strength of a Catholic

secondary school's religious cli11ate greatly determined its
effectiveness in shaping student religious behaviour.
Flynn's (1975) religious cli ..te findings were ca.pared with
student attitudes to Religious Education classes. Religious Education
classes were defined by Flynn as the input of the teacher and the
fonaal Religious Education curriculum. The present study's concept of
classroom refined Flynn's .OOel to include specific definitions of the
teacher and the curriculu.. Flynn concluded that
13

Where there is a supportive religious cli•ate amongst sixth
foraers in a school, students tend to be aore favourably
disposed to these classes. In low relig!ous schools, fonoal
religious education classes were viewed very unfavourably
indeed. (Flynn, 1975, p. 210)
In contrast to Leavey (1972), more than 50% of the Flynn (1975)
student sample believed Religious Education classes were neither
relevant nor interesting. Students were generally appreciative of
classes in the academic subject aroas and this accentuated their
comparatively unfavourable impressions of Religious Education classes.
Religious Education teachers' perceptions of students' feelings
towards the classes closely matched students' actual responses and,
consequently, the suggestion that there were effectiveness problems i•
the Religious Education classes of the schools in Flynn's (1975) study
was corroborated. Similarly, the present study employed teachers'
perceptions to evaluate student evidence on moral education
effectiveness in the Catholic secondary classroom (Flynn, 1985; Angus
1988) and the Flynn (1975) evidence provided the present study with
initial grounds for its classroom focus.
Fahy's (1980) study of 3431 Catholic senior secondary male
students in New South Wales, Queensland and the Australian Capital
Territory adopted models of religious climate and the Religious
Education classroom equivalent to those of Flynn (1975). Fahy's
findings on religious climate supported those of Leavey (1972) and
Flynn (1975). Fahy concluded that schools with strong religious
cli•ates affected the religious attitudes of students independently of
influences outside the school. As well, Fahy's •ultivariate
c01a0nality analysis aeasured a unique positive effect on student
religious attitudes of sa.e of the 103 classrooms in his survey. Fahy
14

(1992, p. 118) concluded that differences in the i•pact of "classroa."
on student religious attitudes are .easurable independently of the
i~act

of other school factors. The present study extended Fahy's

(1980) focus on the classroom to measure the independent contribution
of ele•ents within the classrooa to the school's .oral education
effecti•eness.
De Vaus (1981) used a definition of religious socialisation
which was comparable to Fahy's (1980) concept of religious climate. De
Vaus'

sa~le

of 1736 Year 11 and Year 12 students fro• twelve

Victorian secondary schools contained three Catholic girls schools,
three Catholic boys schools and six co-educational state high schools.
De Vaus found that Catholic secondary scflools were more effective than

state secondary schools in •oulding the religious devotion of Catholic
boys but were no more effective than state secondary schools in
•oulding the religious devotion of Catholic girls. This finding
underlines the importance of the student gender variable in the
religious socialisation processes at work in the Catholic secondary
school. Because coeducational Catholic secondary schools were
represented inadequately in ths samples of de Vaus (1981) and in those
of all the studies referred to in this review, the religious and moral
effectiveness of coeducational Catholic secondary schools in Australia
has remained unmeasured. The present study's sa•ple was drawn with a
balanced representation of single sex and coeducational school
teachers and the effects of all school gender types on teachers'
perceptions of their own effectiveness in Catholic secondary moral
education was measured.
Flynn (1985) carried out a second studY of Catholic secondary
schools. Although the Flynn (1975) questionnaires were altered to
..asure new developoents in Catholic Education, key items and scales
15

were retained so that direct ca.parisons could be aade between 1975
and 1985 data. The most conspicuous developoents in the 10 year
interval between Flynn's studies were general

i~rov..ents

in the

religious cliaates of schools and in student attitudes towards
Religious Education classes. The Catholic secondary school, through
the Religious Education curriculum's positive contribution to
religious climate, was found to have a stronger unique effect than the
hoae on student's attitudes towards the Catholic Church. However, the
i~rove..nt

of only a few percentage points in student attitudes

towards Religious Education classes suggested that the 1975 Religious
Education probl .. was far from being solved in 1985. flynn's (1985)
Religious Education Curriculum finding demonstrates that the
contributions of ele..nts within the Religious Education

classroa~

are

•easurable and potentially are crucial to the religious effectiveness
of the Catholic secondary school. As well, this finding indicates that
the present study's focus on ele•ents within the Religious Education
classroom in Catholic secondary schools is a sound one on
methodological and conceptual grounds.
flynn's (1985) finding on the relative effect of the hoae and
school on student religious attitudes was disputed by francis and Egan
(1987) for the reason that those attitudes are so inti•ately linked to
fa•ily roligious background that they can be only superficially
•odified by the school. This study found that only 38% of non-Catholic
students and 32% of non-practising Catholic students were happy to be
attending Catholic secondary schools. In contrast, 68% of practising
Catholic students were happy to be at Catholic secondary schools.
Francis and Egan surmised that the presence of a growing proportion of
reiigiously unsupportive families in the Catholic secondary school
coaaunity would tend to weaken the Catholic school's religious cli•ate
because those fauilies do not share the Catholic ethos. The religious
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effectiveness of the Catholic secondary school

a~d

that of the

Religious Education classrooa would tend to be diainished by a
weakened religious cliaate as flynn (1975, 1985) found in his studies.
The Religious Environaent item 13 and Teacher Effectiveness it..s 4
and 5 were included in the present study's

instrt~nt

to gauge the

influence of student religious supportiveness on teachers' perceptions
of their effectiveness in moral education.
Angus (1988) discusses senior student attitudes to Religious
Education classes in his ethnographic study of a Christian Brothers
College (C.B.C.) in Victoria. Higher School Certificate (H.S.C.)
students felt th>ir ti•e would have been better spent working on their
..tricuiation subjects rather than sitting in Religious Education
classes. In the words of one Year 12 lay teacher,
Especially in H.S.C. a lot of

the~

resent the fact that

they have 5 or 6 periods a week in R.E. and they would
rather be doing so..thing [related to] H.S.C. which is the
be all and end all. (Angus, 1988, p. 29)
J

These student attitudes verify the claia of concerned teachers of
religious education at the school that Religious Education had a lower
priority for senior students than acad..ic subjects.
Neidhart and Hansford (1988) exaaine the priorities of students
in relation to religion, acadeaic achiev..ent, and careers. Their
saaple of Year 12 students froa nine Victorian Catholic secondary
schools were asked to rate a list of eight 'concerns' iteas in order
froa aost iaportant to least iaportant on a questionnaire for•.
E8p1oy.ent was the greatest concern for these final year students and
'Erosion of Christian values and ideals' was the least of their
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concerns. This was the only religious ite• on the list and it rated a
distant last behind environ.ental, world population and higher
education ite•s and this finding is consistent with those of Angus
(1988). Student priorities is the subject of Religious

Enviro~ent

ita. 12 in the present study's instru.ent because they bear directly
on teachers' perceptions of their own .oral education effectiveness.
Flynn's 1985 study found that 68% of students believed oore
eophasis should have been placed on ooral probleos in Religious
Education classes. For the saoe sample, 54% of students believed
sexual intercourse outside aarriage was oorally right and 41% felt
abortion, in the case of rape victils, was also aorally right. In the
Fahy (1980) study of 2821 Catholic senior secondary students, 63% of
male student respondents and 51% of female student respondents
believed that sexual relationships outside oarriage were oorally
acceptable (Fahy, 1992, pp. 244·245). These attitudes are contrary to
Catholic moral teachings and the students' call for oore classrooa
eophasis on moral education suggested the •oral decision making needs
of the students were not addressed adequately at school. These
empirical research findings on Catholic senior secondary moral
education effectiveness are supported by recent case study findings.
Angus (1988) suomarised his findings on students' attitudes to
Religious Education classes very succinctly.
The overwheloing •essage from senior students is that they
want religious education to address their personal crises
of faith and their 10ral difficulties. It appears that at
C.B.C. [Christian Brothers College], however, the soul
searching and religious doubts that so often

accQ~Pany

adolescence do not count as issues for religious
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education. (Angus, 1988, p. 53)
Angus' C.B.C. student perceptions of aoral education
deficiencies in Religious Education classes echo the views of Flynn's
(1985) student respondents. Empirical and case study evidence, based
on the student perspective, have identified the moral education of
senior secondary students as an effectiveness proble• in the Catholic
secondary classroom. The central purpose of the present studY was to
investigate the di•ensions of this problea froa the teacher's
perspective.
2.1.1 S•peary of Student Religious Attitudes Research
With the application of increasingly sophisticated methodologies
to the task of •••suring the extent to which Catholic Schools realise
their religious aims, has come
- more precise measurements of Catholic secondary school religious
effectiveness (Leavey, 1972; Flynn, 1975, 1985; Fahy, 1980)
- the accuaulation of convincing eapirical evidence that eleaents
within the Catholic School, religious cliaate and Religious
Education classrooa, are religiously effective (Leavey, 1972;
Fahy, 1980; Flynn, 1985).
The narrowing of research focus, made possible by the
application of more precise methods of •easureaent, from the school to
eleaents within the school:
- has identified a moral education problea in the Catholic senior
secondary Religious Education classroom (Flynn, 1985, p. 152;
Fahy, 1992, pp. 244-245).
- has not yet converged on the teacher of Religious Education
because the Fahy (1980) Religious Education classrooa model
aeasured only the combined effectiveness of the teacher and the
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curriculua and Flynn (1985) measured the effectiveness of the
curriculum and not that of the teacher.
has not measured the contribution of teachers of Religious
Education or the curriculum to the •oral education problea.
The Angus (1986, 1988) case study findings confir.ed

e~irical

research findings of a moral education problem in Catholic senior
secondary .oral education.
As outlined in the Introduction and in particular Research
Questions 1 to 4, the present study sought to respond to these
research issues by developing and using an instrument to aeasure
teachers' perceptions of
their own effectiveness in •oral education within Catholic
senior secondary classroo•.

the effectiveness of the aoral education curriculua for Catholic
senior secondary classes.
Angus (1988) investigated the teacher's perspective of the moral
education problem in Catholic secondary schools. Angus's (1988)
findings will be discussed, in relation to other literature on
teachers of Religious Education, in the next section of this review.
2.2 Teacberl of Religious Education Research
The proble•s in Catholic senior secondary aoral education aust
be considered in relation to changes ]n Catholic secondary school

staff

c~sition

over the past 25 years discussed in the introduction

to this thesis. The transition in Catholic secondary schools fro• a
Religious Education workforce doainated by •eabers of Religious Orders
to one in which lay teachers occupy over 90% of positions, according
to the statistics of the Catholic Education Office, Perth, W.A., B.
Alfirevich, (personal coaaunication. March 22, 1990) has resulted in a
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shortage of qualified teaching pe1·sonnel in Catholic secondary
Religious Education. Crawford and Rossiter

(1988)

discuss the

predic..ent of eaployer and teacher created by this shortage:
In the past, teachers have been placed in the difficult
position of being offered eaploy.ent teaching English or
Biology, etc. with the proviso that they also taught a
Religion class. (p. 97)
For Jay staff currently teaching Religious Education classes in
Catholic secondary schruls, the situation described above represents,
precisely, their conditions of esployaent. In Angus's

(1988)

case

studY school, so•e reluctant lay secondary Religious Education
teachers felt that during their preeaployaent interviews they were
pressured into ..king a co.-it..nt to teaching Religious Education.
When asked whether he had volunteered to teach religion at the school
one lay teacher replied, "No, I was asked. And if you want a job you
will do anything" (p. 41). A colleague in the Religious Education
faculty su..arised the principal's instructions to new lay teachers in
the words: "here is your teaching load and that includes RE" (p. 40).
These lay teachers were given the impression that unless they accepted
Religious Education teaching responsibility they would not have been
••played at the school. Given that they were specialists in other
subject areas and unqualified in Religious Education, it is not
surprising that they felt reluctant to teach Religious Education,
especially when they were perceived, by the school's act.inistrators,
to be less

co~tent

for that responsibility than their Christian

Brother colleagues. Although

sa~e

of these reluctant teachers of

Religious Education felt that they were ineffective religious
educators, they were

~cted

tn devise their own Religious Education

curricula within "very broad outlines provided by the Catholic
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Education Office" (p. 41).
The Angus (1988) case study school's docuaented ai•s stated that
the religious developaent of its students was the school's principal
concern. However, the research record of the day to day life of the
school strongly suggested that the school's chief endeavour was
acadeaic achieveaent in external exaainations. The school's tiaetable
was designed to ainiaise disruption to classes in the acadeaic subject
areas and, when disruption to classes was necessary for unscheduled
school activities, Religious Education was always cancelled in favour
of other classes. Angus reported that both religious and lay staff
aeabers expressed concerns about Religious Education having a lower
status in the school curriculua than that of the acadeaic subjects.
"The proainence which should be given to the religious aission of the
school has been usurped by that given to acadeaic achieveaent"
(p. 35).

The curriculua priorities of the Angus case study school were
reflected in the values of the local Catholic co..unity. Faailies were
enrolling their children at the school aore for reasons of econoaic
advanceaent than for religious developaent. In the opinion of one
COBientator on Catholic Education in Australia this enrolaent aotive
is shared by parents of Catholic school students around the country.
Many other reasons, not all with religious overtones are
the basis of soae parents' decisions to •ake use of
Catholic schools. Future adult job security, social
aobility, and school diocipline aay be aotives intertwined
in the taking of such decisions. (Collins, 1g84)
Soae older Brothers at the case study school believed changing
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local caa.unity values were evident in the •uch s•aller nUiber of
local religious vocations to the Christian Brothers Order since the
1960s. Fewer religious vocations •eant the Christian Brothers were
able to provide the school with only 20% of its teaching staff in the
1980s (pp. 129-133). The

pre~inance

of lay teaching staff at this

case studY school has put the religious ai•s of the school at great
risk, according to the researchers.
The place of religion in the school is threatened by the
decreasing proportion of the staff who are Brothers, thus
necessitating the .-ployaent of lay staff to teach
religion,

a~ng

whoa •uch less consensus •ight be assu.ed

than a.ong aeabers of the religious ca.ounity of the
Brothers. (Angus, 1986, p. 29)
Angus reached this pessi•istio conclusion because lay staff at this
school were divided in their educational and religious priorities.
Soae

lay teachers identified strongly with the career oriented values

of the local ca..unity and others, particularly experienced and
ca..itted teachers of religious education, were .are concerned with
the poor status of religion at the school and the resulting negative
attitudes of students towards their religious education classes. The
future religious effectiveness of the school depended on lay staff
agreeing on religious priorities before the school's adBinistration
was handed over to theN by the Christian Brothers.
The staff co•position and lay teacher recruitaent policy of the
Angus case study school are shared by other Catholic secondary schools
in Australia (Crawford and Rossiter, 1988). Potentially then, the
probl ..s of teacher and curriculu. effectiveness in religious and
aoral education which were perceived by religious educators in the
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Angus study, are perceived by religious educators in Catholic
seoondary schools nationally. The Angus case study findings therefore
are relevant to the research questions of the present study. In
particular, they are relevant to Research Question 5.

2.2.1 S•"ii!'Y of Teacher of Religious Edvcation Research

The literature on teachers of Religious Education revealed that
- in 1989, the •ajority of Catholic secondary teachers of
Religious Education in W.A. were unqualified to teach Religious
Education (Catholic Education Review, 1989, p. 68).
- the teacher recruit.ent policy of one Australian Catholic
secondary school was responsible for the

eoplo~ent

of some

reluctant teachers of Religious Education who were perceived, by
tha.selves and by their colleagues, to be ineffective in
perfoning that role (Angus, 1988).
these reluctant and, by their own assess.. nt, ineffective
teachers were distinguishable fro• their colleagues in Religious
Education by one or •ore of the following Religious Education
teacher characteristics:
inexperienced status
unqualified status
nonspecia1ist status

lay status
the teacher recruit•ent policy, referred to above, was perceived
to contribute to the low status of Religious Education in the
school's curriculum. This low status was perceived to li•it
severely the curriculum effectiveness of Religious Education.
in the expert opinions of Crawford and Rossiter (1989, p. 97),
the Religious Education teacher recruit•ent policy referred to
by Angus (1988) was

i~l ...nted

widely in Catholic secondary

schools due to an acute national shortage of Religious Education
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teaching personnel.
ioplied in these opinions, is the possibility that substantial
nu.bers of reluctant Religious Education teachers, who •ay
dispute their own effectiveness, are currently teaching •oral
education to Catholic •iddle and upper secondary classes.
also ioplied in these opinions, is the possibility that the
status of,

and

the effectiveness of, the Religious Education

curriculu. of .any schools is li•ited severely by the
iopl ..entation of the teacher recruit•ent policy referred to by
Angus (1988).
The present study's conceptual fra.ework is essentially the
criteria by which teachers assess their own effectiveness and the
effectiveness of the curriculum in Catholic senior secondary .aral
education. The foundations of those criteria beco•e evident in the
following discussion of the •oral develop8ent theories used in the
Catholic School's •odels of •oral education.
2.3 Moral Qevelopoent

The literature reviewed in this section is representative of the
theories of •oral develop•ent which for8 the bases of the Catholic
secondary school's moral develop8Snt goal and its aodels of moral
education. These theories vary in the e•phasis each one gives to the
psychological processes at work in •oral developaent and each •ay be
classified according to that eaphasis.
Kohlberg's theory of aoral developaent (Duska and Whelan, 1977)
e.phasisas cognitive processes in aoral .aturation to the exclusion of
other psychological processes. Duska and Whelan describe Kohlberg's
theory of aoral developaent as a definite pattern of progression
through each of six stages and three levels of reasoning. This
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progression cul•inates in aoral autonomy at stage six, The Universal
Ethical Principle Orient&tion:
Right is defined by the decision of conscience in accord with
self-chosen ethical principles appealing to logical
cooprehensiveness, universality, and consistency. These
principles are abstract and ethical ••• and are not concrete
•oral rules like the ten coR,andBents. At heart, these are
universal principles of justice, of the reciprocity and equality
of the hu.an rights, and of respect for the dignity of hu.an
beings as individual persons. (p. 47)
The individual's search for •ore adequate reasons to justify •oral
decisions facilitates progress fro. one stage to the next. Experience
challenges the individual to question the adequacy of his/her .oral
reasoning and when this self-questioning process does not occur, •oral
develoP8ent is inhibited. "Chronological age is no guarantee of aoral
developEnt" (p. 84).
Although Kohlberg's theory reaains relevant to Catholic school
acral education curriculua developaent (Faithful to God, Faithful to
People, Evaluation, 1987, p. 2.1), Tobin's (1990) criticis• of
Kohlberg's theory, on the grounds of oversi•plification, reflects a
growing preference in the Catholic Education co.. unity for a holistic
approach to moral education. Kohlberg's cognitive do•ain of acral
decision aaking, Tobin argued, should be qualified by affective and
conative "action engendering" (p. 28) di•ensions of conscience. These
diaensions of the acral conscience iapact to different degrees on
acral d.cision aaking at three stages of •oral developaent, she
explained. Tobin further explained that developaent through the final
stage cul•inates in the full integration of the three diaensions of
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thinking, feeling and acting in harwony with independent understanding
of the value of adopting a particular course of action.
Gula (1989) described the gradual holistic integration of the
thinking feeling and acting dimensions of .aral conscience as an
expression of the whole person and not just "a function of the will or
intellect" (p. 131). Gula's theory explains •oral aaturation in teras
of a shift in the locus of decision making control. The i ..ature
conscience is externally controlled and, as the individual matures,
the conscience becowes •ore internally motivated and "self-directing"
(p. 124). Where the i..ature conscience looks to authority, the •ature
responsible and free conscience decides to act because it values what
it is seeking.

Gula believed that, through Catholic .aral education, the
individual should be equipped with the inforaation and skills
necessary to evaluate aorally relevant factors in a particular
situation. These aorally relevant factors include:
the action itself

consequences

the intention

values

circumstances

non~s

adequate reasons

alternative moral stances

sources of aoral wisdoa

(p. 136)

The ability to evaluate these factors effectively and to execute
judgaent decisively and freely is, Gula believed, an inforaerl
consciQOCe. Moral education should be "not so much providing answers
to .oral questions as encouraging the process of arriving at a •oral
decision" (p. 136).
Gula's insistence on personal freedoa as a necessary condition
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of Catholic aoral aaturity is supported by this extract froa the
Second Vatican Council Docuaents (1966) quoted by Duska and Whelan
(1977):
.an's dignity demands that he act according to a knowing and
free choice. Such a choice is personally •otivated and progpted
fro. within. It does not result fro• blind internal igpulse or
froa nere external pressure. (p. 91)
On the basis of this moral develop•ent literature, the
development of an Informed conscience in students is this researcher's
interpretation of the Catholic secondary school's .oral develop.ent
goal. The present study sought to measure the extent to which teachers
of Religious Education in Catholic senior secondary classroo•s
perceived that they contributed to the achievement of this goal. The
criteria employed to attain that measurement were the Catholic aodels
of aoral education outlined in the conceptual fra.ework because these
.adels are used by teachers to evaluate their own effectiveness. The
•odels were derived from the following !iterature on Catholic
secondary •oral education.

2.4 Moral Education literature
To achieve the Catholic school •oral education goal of developing
•orally autonomous informed consciences in students, commentators on
Catholic Education believe that certain teaching philosophies should
be adopted (Groo•e, 1984), appropriate teaching strategies should be
iaplemented (Crawford and Rossiter, 1988) and teaching personnel with
suitable personal attributes should be employed by Catholic secondary
schools (English, 1985).
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2.4.1 Teaching Philosophy literature
Thoaas Groa.e (1984) believed that, as deaocratic advocates for
the adoption of Christian principles, religious educators should
encourage students to reflect freely and critically on religious and
.oral issues as the means to

developin~

an inforoed conscience.

Students' value syste.s "are shaped, but not determined by the process
of socialization" (p. 114) when Christian Religious Education takes
place within the context of a Christian faith co.ounity. Such a
co..unity gives witness to the example of Jesus and, through students
freely following this exa•ple, they may fully realise their potential
for social and spiritual eaancipation (p. 98).
Gabriel Moran (1987) expanded on Groome's philosophy of
democratic advocacy in holistic moral education. Moran explained that
building relationships based on individual freedoa, personal trust and
compassion is essential to effective classroom moral education.
Teachers should comaunicate to students that
We both have a share of truth in so far as experience has
already taught us. Neither of us has a fully adequate
language for that truth. My job is to advocate a better
language than you now speak. (p. 158)
Respect for the freedom and individuality of the whole person
and faith in the individual's capacity to develop an informed
conscience are at the root of Moran's and Groome's holistic teaching
philosophies. Because this philosophy of deaocratic advocacy is
essential to the achieveaent of the Catholic school moral develop•ent
goal, it was the basis of the teaching process dimension of teacher
effectiveness and the effective teaching philosophy aodel outlined in
the conceptual fraaework.
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To teach according to a holistic philosophy, holistic teaching
strategies should be i•pleaented. The following section will discuss
literature related to holistic teaching strategies in Catholic
secondary •oral education and the •odels of •oral education on which
they are based.
2.4.2 Teaching Strategies Literature
Hersh, Miller and Fielding (1980) prefaced their description of
various •odels of •oral education with an outline of thinking, feeling
and acting di•ensions of •orality which are equivalent to those used
as the basis of Tobin's (1990) holistic theory of aoral develop•ent.
Each •odel described by Hersh et al. (1980) is distinguished by the
e~hasis

it gives to one or •ore of these di•ensions of morality and

the writers suggest that it is appropriate to adopt the aodel which
best •atches the teaching requir...nts of a particular •oral issue.
The judging di•ension of •orality is

~hasised

in the Conflict

Resolution •odel, the Values Clarification •odel and in the Values
Analysis •odel which pra.otes the develop.ent of cognitive thought
abilities and decision making skills in students (pp. 9-11). The
feeling or caring dimension of aorality is particularly evident in the
Consideration model which stresses the importance of becoming
increasingly sensitive to other people's needs (p. 9). By encouraging
students to discover and to i•plement practical solutions to real
social probleas, the Social Action aodel pro•otes the acting diaension
of

•orality (p. 11). Catherine Moran (1992) insisted that the real

life context of this aodel is the only effective •eans of adding
emotional co..it•ent to the equation of •oral judgement in classroom
aoral education. Hersh et al. (1980) further explained that any one
aodel should not be used exclusively by aoral educators and that
together these aodels represent a coaprehensive collection of
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classroo. strategies for •oral education.
Crawford and Rossiter (lgas), a required text for teacher
training courses in so•e Australia Catholic tertiary institutions,
incorporated all of the •oral education .adels described by Hersh et
al. (lg80) in its holistic approach to Catholic secondary moral
education. 8ecause the Catholic secondary school's ••del of effective
•oral education teaching strategies is

e~died

in the Crawford and

Rossiter approach, it was adopted as the teaching strategies .adel in
the present study's conceptual fraaework. A suaaary of this approach
to aoral education •ay be found in the conceptual fraaework under
Effective Teaching Stategies.
The iapleaentation of teaching strategies which will contribute
effectively to achieving the •oral education goal of the Catholic
secondary .school requires a substantial degree of professional
specialisation. The personal and professional teacher attributes best
suited to Catholic secondary •oral education are discussed in the
following section.

Z.4.3 Teacber Attributes Literature
Graham English (1985) believed that an effective Catholic
teacher of Religious education is one who is a coaaitted teacher and
one who relates well to students and to the subject. To teach religion
well, English argued, it is necessary to study and to know religion
and those who study and know religion are usually religious people.
This thesis of effective religious teaching reflects accurately that
of the Vatican docuaent, llulCathQlic School (1977, pp. 34·35). For
this reason it was used as the aodel of effective teacher attributes
in the conceptual fraaework.
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The effectiveness of the teacher in Catholic secondary 80ral
education is li•ited by the effectiveness of the •oral education
curricul•~.

Literature related to effective curricula will be

discussed in the following section.
2.4.4 MOral Education Curriculuw Literature
Marsh and Stanford (1984) outlined the essential criteria by
which curriculua effectiveness aay be evaluated. The writers explained
that the relevance and coaprehensiveness of curriculum content, the
approriateness and clarity of curriculum structure and the adequacy of
resources ca.prise the standards by which curricula in any subject
area should be assessed. Crawford and Rossiter (1988) agreed that
these standards apply to the Religious Education curriculum in
Catholic secondary schools as auch as they do to other areas of the
school curriculum. However, Crawford and Rossiter stressed that there
was a special need in Catholic secondary schools to provide the large
nuabers of unqualified teachers of Religious Education with
appropriate resources to help thea i•pleaent the curriculum
effectively (p. 87). The priority of Religious Education in the school
curriculum is an additional criterion for the evaluation of •oral
education curriculum effectiveness in Catholic schools because
religious aias are the schools' highest stated priorities
(Angus, 1988).
To this point in the literature review, discussion has focused
on literature related to student religious attitudes, teachers of
Religious Education, acral developaent and aoral education. This
discussion has established the grounds for the present study and its
conceptual basis. As well, the conceptual content of the study's
instruaent was derived principally froa these literary sources. The
following section will discuss technical aspects of the study's
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1ethodology.
2.5 lnstruwenl; Design Literature
Research planners were advised by Orlich (1978, p. 1) to give
thoughtful consideration to the data collection alternatives available
to the. before final decisions are oade about research methods and
procedure. Orlich further suggested that researchers consult research
reports relevant to their focus of inquiry, as a possible source of
appropriate data collection alternatives.
In reviewing literature on research related to the focus of the
present studY, a consistent pattern was evident in the type of data
collection instruaent used. Leavey (1972), Flynn (1975, 1985), fahy
(1980), de Vaus (1981), Francis and Egan (1987) and Neidhart and

Hansford

(1988)

Catholic school religious effectiveness studies all

e~loyed

self adlinistered questionnaires as their only data

collection instru.ents. The reasons for the preference of the self
adlinistered questionnaire in these studies and in the present study
can be traced to practical research requireoents. According to
Oeschaop and Tognolini (1983, p. 1) when a researcher intends to
collect perceptions quickly and cheaply from a large sa.ple spread
over a wide geographical area, and when respondent anonymity is
essential then he/she should probably use a self adlinistered
questionnaire as the data collection instru.ent. Each of these
requireoents applied to the present study and to the eopirical studies
froo which the present study's focus was derived. For these reasons,
the instruoent designed and used in the present study was a self
adlinistered questionnaire.
Orlich (p. 43) identified two basic formats in self adoinistered
questionnaire ito. design; the open-ended and the forced-response
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foraats. The open-ended foraat aay be used to obtain respondent
feedback in the pilot study phase of instru.ent developaent, as it was
in the prasent study. Otherwise, Orlich stressed, the open-ended itea
fonoat should be avoided by a.pirical researche·rs.
The forced-response foraat of questionnaire items is considered
to be the most suitable for empirical research studies according to a
nu.ber of writers (Sax, 1968; Orlich, 1978; Descha.p and To9nolini,
1983). Orlich (1978, p. 49·59) distinguished three forced-response
itea foAS which he referred to as

11

1easure~~ent

scales

11

•

Noalnal,

ordinal and interval scale it..s are differ·entiated by the ease and
accuracy with which their responses are quantified. Noainal iteas are
often used to build up respondent profiles (eg.

a~e.

sex) and are used

for that purpose in the present study's instruaent. There is no
aatheaatical relationship between the response options of a noainal
scale. There are rank order relationships aaong the response options
of the interval scale and aaong those of the ordinal scale which aake
these scales quantifiable for purposes of statistical analysis. Unlike
the interval scale, there are not precisely equal aatheaatical
differences between the rank ordered response options of a Likert
scale (Orlich, 1978, p. 58). However, the Likert scale is a
satisfactory approxiaation of an interval scale for the purposes of
attitudinal aeasureaent and, as such, this scale is used as an
interval aeasure to attain average attitudinal scores for ite•s over a
nuaber of subjects.
Faddy (1993) explained that the traditional definition of
attitude in the social sciences is "a learned predisposition to
respond to an object or class of objects in a consistently favourable
or unfavourable way" (Faddy, 1993, p. 158). Because the bipolar
structure of the Likert scale is consistent with this definition,
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F~

explained further, this ite. foraat has been preferred by the

great aajority of researd1ers for attitudinal surveys.
A Likert scale questionnaire ite.

typic~lly

consists of five

response options (eg. strongly agree, agree, undecided, disugree and
strongly disagree). There are nuoerous variations on the Likert scale
the.e but they usually aaintain the pattern of providing two positive
response options, two negative response options and one neutral option
for each questionnaire item. This balance of positive and negative
options assists the researcher in elilinating bias from ite•
construction and the inclusion of a neutral option (eg. Undecided)
provides researchers with the •eans of gauging the relevance of
particular issues to respondents. The options of a validly constructed
Likert scale, in Orlich's (1978) words "lUSt be exhaustive and
autually exclusive" (p. 54). The five option Likert scale itea foraat
was used for the attitudinal iteas in the present study's instruoent
because this foraat satisfied all of the construct validity
requireaents specified by Orlich (1978).
De Vaus (1990) maintained that t.he use of aulti-item scales
constructed froa several Likert scales provides survey researchers
with a means of measuring attitudes to complex and abstract concepts
which is often more valid and reliable than the use of single itea
scales. An instruaent co1prised of multi-item scales is often a •ore
precise reflection of a study's multi-faceted conceptual basis and
consequently should provide a more precise •easure•ent than would
single itea scales. A •ulti-itea aeasure of an attitude to a coaplex
concept Is often aore valid, de Vaus argued, because it facilitates
the interpretation of each facet of a coaplex attitude within the
context of the overall attitudinal aeasureaent. As well, the use of
aulti-itea scales helps to increase reliability because the effect of
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•isinterpretation of individual

it~s

analysis is siwplified with the use of

by subjects is aini•ised. Data
•ulti-it~

scales, in de Vaus's

opinion, because the analyses of data fra. several ita.s are reduced
to one analysis (p. 223).

De Vaus (1990) a.phasised that the valid and reliable
.aasura.ent of attitudes towards coop lex issues using •ulti-itea
scales hinges on defining concepts clearly and COIPrehensively and on
justifying the selection of these definitions. In justifying
definitions of concepts, de Vaus explained, deference to the authority
of experts is advisable where concepts are well established and
accepted within the field. Where concepts are not well established,
all relevant viewpoints including those of representatives froa the
survey population should be consulted in the process of concept
for.ulation. Furtheraore, the coaprehensibility and relevance of it..
wording, a co..on source of unreliability in survey instruaents, aay
be enhanced through close consultation with aelbers of the survey
population who are nonparticipants in the survey (p. 53). The present
study's aulti-ite• scales were designed to reflect the Catholic
school's •odels of effective aoral education outlined in the
conceptual fraaework.

De Vaus (1990) and Deschaap and Tognolini (1983) insisted that
before an instruaent could be used with confidence in a major study
its validity and reliability should be evaluated thoroughly through
pilot testing. A test of unidi•ensionality which is coaaonly applied
to aulti-it.. scale data deteraines the extent to which each it..
aeasures the saae underlying concept. De Vaus (1990) explained that an
it.. to scale correlation coefficient of 0.3 is considered an
acceptable •ini•ua level of itea unidiaensionality within a
coefficient ra•ge of 0 to 1.0 (p. 239). Saaple size, according to Kia
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and Mueller (1978), is critical to the reliability of oeasure.ents
obtained fra. tests of unidi•ensionality. A S91Ple size of 51 .are
than the nUiber of it..s in a •ulti-ite. scale is suggested by the
writers as an acceptable •ini•u..
One test of reliability used extensively by survey researchers
is Cronbach's coefficient alpha which provides a measure of internal
consistency for aulti-ite• scales. A coefficient alpha of at least 0.7
for a multi-item scale is considered a reliable level of internal
consistency according to de Vaus (p. 240). Kia and Mueller (1978)
explain that •ulti-ite• scales with only two or three items obtain
substantially lower coefficient alphas than do larger scales (p. 63).
Coefficients of unidi•ensionality and internal consistency were
obtained for the scales used in the present study and they are
presented in the results chapter.
De Vaus (1990) explained that in order to assess the extent to
which a survey instru.ent measures what it is intended to measure,
firstly its face validity, content and construct validity aust be
ascertained. An instrument has face validity to the extent which it
looks valid and is judged to be so by respondents and authorities
within the field (p. 54). This superficial form of validity was
evaluated in the present study through respondent evaluation of the
instruoent and through consultation with acadeaics in aoral education.
De Vaus (1990) advised that the evaluation of content validity

in survey research determines how coaprehensively and relevantly an
instruoent's scales encoapass the doaain under investigation (p. 56).
That doaain for the present study was •oral education in the Catholic
secondary classrooa and curriculua docuaents, coaaentators and
acadeaics in Catholic aoral education were the sources used for
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content validation.
The degree to which the results of a

stu~

confono to the

theoretical expectations which underpin the study's design is an
evaluation of construct validity (p. 56). A ca.parison between
qualified and unqualified teachers' perceptions of their effectiveness
in classroo. .oral education was used to deteraine the construct
validity of the instruaent designed in the present study.
Research designers (Hillway, 1964; Sax, 1968; Orlich, 1978;
Descha.p and Tognolini, 1983) insisted that all questionnaire
instructions aust be clearly set out in point fono at the beginning of
each section. Any suggestion of

a~iguity

or phrasing which might

cause respondent confusion aust be eliainated froa instruaents in the
draft stages of developaent.
De Vaus (1990) insisted that the precision of an instruaent
depends as auch on the veracity of its conceptual basis as it does on
technical aspects of its design. Having discussed literature which is
pertinent to both technical and conceptual aspects of research design
in this review, the conceptual fraaework of the
presented in the following chapter.
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stu~

will be

CHAPTER 3
Conceptua I Fr-rk
In the previous chapter literature which is relevant to all
aspects of this study was discussed. The conceptual fraleWOrk
presented in this chapter was based on the acral

devel~nt

and woral

education literature.
The conceptual BOdels of aoral education described in this
chapter are presented to Catholic school teachers through Church
docUJOents, curricuiUII doctlllents, system administrators, Catholic
teacher training institutions and coa.entators on Catholic education.
From the teacher's perspective, these wodels represent specific
criteria for evaluating their own effectiveness in teaching Catholic
moral principles to students in the classroo•. For this reason, the
Catholic school's •odels of moral education were used as the
conceptual basis for the instruaent designed in this study. The
inclusion of each itea in the instrUIIent was justified in tenas of its
relevance to one of these •odels.
The Catholic education syste• conceived its aodels of acral
education as appropriate teaching formulae to achieve its religious
at• and woral education goal. The Catholic school's religious ai• and
aoral education goal, therefore, are central to this discussion.

~.1

The CathoUc School Rellgious Ail

The provision of a specifically Catholic religious experience
for students and the cultivation of values consonant with that
experience is the religious ai• of the Catholic school. This religious
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aia involves a cOEBitaent by the Catholic school, firstly, to the
religious developaent of its students and to the developaent of the
loflole person, "since in Christ, the Perfect Nan, all huaan values find
their fulfilaent and unity" (The Catholic School, 1977, p. 32). Moral
developaent is an integral part of the Catholic school's coamitaent to
student religious developaent. Moral education is the Catholic
school's contribution to student •oral develop1ent.

3.2 The Catholic Sd!ool Moral E<i<Jcft.ljon Goal
Catholic school aoral education seeks to provide students with
the knowledge, skills and attitudes necessary to develop an infonoed
conscience. An inforaed conscience is one which enables the individual
to aake free and responsible judgaents:
- in the light of all relevant inforaation including the act
itself, intentions, circuastances and consequences.

- with a clear understanding of all moral stances on the issue,
including Gospel values and Catholic teachings.
- with sound reasoning.
- with respect and coapassion for the freedo•, equality and
dignity of all individuals. (Gula, 1989, p. 136)

3,3 The Teacher's Role jn Moral Education
To realise the Catholic school's •oral education goal, the
teacher is entrusted with the responsibility of establishing, in the
classrooa, a coapassionate learning environ..nt which respects the
individual's dignity, equality and right to freedoa of choice (Gromoe,
1984, p. 98). Within this learning environoent, the teacher adopts the

position of deaocratic advocate for the adoption of Catholic aoral
principles. The role requires the teacher to offer students
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appropriate opportunities to develop the skills, to adopt the
attitudes and to acquire the knowledge which are necessary for
students to take responsibility for their own aoral decisions (Moran,
1987, p. 158). In this context, the teacher is responsible for

developing in students the capacity to lake independent, infor1ed and
ca.passionate •oral decisions.

3.4 The Diii!!!Jsions of Teacher Effectiveness in Moral Education
Two dimensions of teacher effectiveness in Catholic secondary
1oral education stea from this teaching role description. The first
di1ension, the teaching outcooes dioension, is the effectiveness of
teachers in advocating the voluntary adoption of Catholic moral
principles by students who have been comprehensively informed about
•oral issues. This dimension focuses on the •oral decisions of
students and it foraed the basis of the Teacher Effectiveness section
of the instrument. This section of the instruaent was designed to
aeasure teachers' perceptions of their effectiveness in teaching
Catholic moral principles on moral issues to students. The teacher's
potential for this first di1ension of effectiveness in classrooa moral
education is li•ited by the effectiveness of the ele..nts within the
classroom which contribute to his/her effectiveness. Those ele•ents
are the aoral education curriculua and the teacher's contribution to
10ral education in the classroo1.
The second diaension of teacher effectiveness focuses on the
teacher's personal, philosophical and strategic contributions to 10ral
education in the classrooa. This

di~ension

is the effectiveness of the

teaching process in establishing a cmopassionate learning environaent
which has respect for the dignity, equality and freedol of the
individual and which pr010tes responsible, informed and autono1ous
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10ral decison making capabilities in students. The second

di~nsion

of

teacher effectiveness, which for.ed the basis of the Teacher Behaviour
section of the instru.ent, is concerned with the teacher's
contribution to the process of student moral decision laking rather
than with 1oral decisions the1selves.
The Catholic school's aodels of effective aoral education were
derived fr01 the two dimensions of teacher effectiveness and, in
particular, fr01 the elements within the classro01 which contribute to
teacher effectiveness in moral education. Those models are presented
below.

3.5 Effective Teacher Behaviour Model
Teacher behaviour and the •oral education curriculu. are the
ele1ents within the classroom which contribute to teacher
effectiveness in •oral education. Teacher behaviour is the teacher's
personal, philosophical and strategic contributions to moral education
in the classroom. The Teacher Behaviour section of the instrument was
designed to measure the perceived effectiveness of respondents'
personal, philosophical and strategic contributions to ooral education
in the classroom. This measurement is achieved by rating responses
according to their concurrence with the Catholic school's effective
teacher behaviour model. This model c01prises:
- effective teacher attributes
- effective teaching philosophy
- effective teaching strategies
Effective 10ral education in the Catholic middle and upper secondary
classroo1 requires teaching personnel with high standards of
professional skills and particular personal qualities.
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3.5.1 Effective Teacher Attributes

The Catholic school's •odel of an effective .oral educator is
one who would be:
- a co..itted teacher (English, 1985)
- infor.ed about religious knowledge (English, 1985)
- a religious person (Tbe Catholic Schoo], 1977, p. 35)
- an appropriate model of Christian living
(The Catholic School, 1977, p. 35)
For such a teacher to be effective in Catholic secondary •oral
education requires the adoption of a particular teaching philosophy.
~.5.2

Effective Teaching PhilosophY
The teaching philosophy which the Catholic school believes

should be adopted to realise the Catholic school .aral develop•ent
goal is one which has respect for the whole person and seeks to
challenge the thinkin1, feeling and acting dimensions of the
conscience (Gula, 1989, p. 131). The teacher's belief in each
student's capacity to develop an informed conscience is the basis of
this holistic teaching philosophy.
In presenting moral education topics in the classroom, the
effective teacher of Religious Education would:
establish a structured forum for discussion of ooral issues
(Crawford and Rossiter, 1988, p. 219)
- acknowledge the student's rights to freeda. of choice and to
privacy in discussions and written work (Groo•e, 1984)
- adopt the role of democratic advocate of· Catholic moral
principles in leading discussions (Moran, 1987)
- never advocate the adoption by students of his/her personal
views on moral issues when they are contrary to Catholic
teachings (The Catholic Scbool, 1977, p. 62)
- treat students as individuals (Moran, 1987)
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- adapt his/her teaching program to the needs of students
(Moran, 1987)
To teach according to this holistic philosophy in Catholic secondary
.oral education, holistic teaching strategies should be
3.~.2

i~lemented.

Effective Teaching Strategies
The Catholic school's holistic approach to the treatment of

•oral issues in the classroom requires the

i~le•entation

of a wide

range of teaching strategies. The thinking, feeling and acting
di•ensions of conscience should be challenged by the range of
strategies iaple•ented. As outlined in Crawford and Rossiter (1988),
in the classroom treataent of moral issues, the teacher should:
- provide up-to-date information, including religious views,
Church teachings and alternative views.
- exa•ine the level of public awareness through an enquiry into
public opinion and the sources of public information on the
•oral issue.
- involve students in the critical evaluation of the strengths and
weaknesses of the moral stances, including their own.
- discuss relevant stories fro• Scripture and their relationship
with Catholic •oral teachings.
discuss points of agreement and

i~ortant

differences in

alternative moral stances.
- by Means of formal and informal in-class learning experiences
and ancillary learning experiences, engage the student's
reflective and analytical abilities.
- evaluate and assess student develop1ent in •oral education as
one basis for evaluating their own effectiveness.
- use appropriate resources to suppleaent teacher presentations in
the classro01. (pp. 219-22)
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The Catholic school assu.es that effective teacher behaviour is
the aost appropriate teaching .adel through which the Catholic school
•oral develop.ent goal .ay be realised. The Catholic school aodel of
effective •oral education curriculum provides effective support to
effective teacher behaviour.
The Curriculum section of the instrument is designed to aeasure
respondents' perceptions of the effectiveness of their schools' •oral
education curriculum. This ..asur...nt is achieved by rating responses
according to their concurrence with the effective aoral education
curriculum •odel.

3.6 Effective Moral Education Curricul!!l llodel
The •oral education curriculum of the Catholic school is the
documented morality content of the Religious Education Curriculum. An
effective curriculum is one which is:
- relevant (Marsh and Stanford, 1g84)
- comprehensive (Marsh and Stanfot•d, 1984)
- clearly structured (Marsh and Stanford, 1984)
- adequately resourced (Marsh and Stanford, 1984)
- top in the priorities of the School Curriculum (Angus, 1988)
The Catholic school •odels of effective moral education
described, so far, in this chapter were used as the conceptual
fraaework on which the final instrument to •easure teachers'
perceptions

of

their effectiveness in teaching Catholic aoral

principles to aiddle and upper secondary students was designed.
Collectively, these represent criteria for the assess..nt of •oral
education effectiveness in the Catholic aiddle and upper secondary
classrooa. The flowchart at the end of this chapter presents this
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study's conceptual fra.ework diagra..atically.

3.7 !ltber tatboUc Scbool l!ode]s
The initial instrwoent distributed to respondents in the study,
was based on a conceptual fra•ework that e•braced elements outside, as
well as those inside, the classroa. which contribut• to teacher
effectiveness in Catholic secondary moral education. Those ele•ents
outside the classroa. include the

r~ligious

environ.ent of the school

and moral influences outside the school. For this reason, and because
the •odels of effective religious

environ~ent

and .aral influences

outside the school are referred to in the instru.ent development
section of the •ethod chapter, they are outlined below.

3.7.1 Religious

Environ~ent

The degree to which the life of the school co..unity is an
expression of its religious aims represents a measurement of religious
environ•ent. Indicators of religious environ.ent include:
status of Religious Education in the school curriculum
(Angus, 1988)
status of the Catholic faith in the life of the school
(Angus, 1988)
student attitudes to Religious Educatinn (Leavey, 1972;
Flynn, 1975, 1985; Fahy, 1980)
Christian exa•ple provided by teachers (Angus, 1988)
support provided by parents to the school's religious ai•s
(Leavey, 1972; Flynn, 1975, 1985)
3.7.2 Moral Influences Outside tbe School
Moral influences outside the school which contribute to student
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aoral

develop~~ent

include:

the ha.e (Leavey, 1972; Flynn, 1975, 1985)
•

peer group (Flynn, 1985)

•

•ass 11edia (Crawford and Rossiter, 1988, p. 5)
the church (Flynn, 1985)

In the following chapter the •ethod eaployed to design the instruaent
and to use it in the study will be discussed.
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CIIAPTER 4

Method

The aethods e•ployed in developing the instru.ent and in
designing and conducting the study are discussed in this chapter.
4.1 lnstrutent Pevelopoent
Four versions of the instrument are discussed in this chapter.
The early draft instru•ent refers to preliminary versions of the
questionnaire before it was printed. The initial instru.ent, which
focuses on •oral education in the Catholic senior secondary school, is
the version which was distributed in the study (see Appendix II). When
the study's research focus was redefined from the school to the
classroom following the distribution of the initial instru.ent to
respondents, the exclusion of approxi•ately half of the data froa
analysis was required. The revised instrument refers to those ite•s in
the initial instru..nt fro• which data were collected in the study and
analysed (see Tables 2 and 3). The final instru.ent (see Appendix
Ill), which was designed for future research, includes amendments to
the revised instrument based on the results of the study and
respondent feedback. The following discussion will address the
develo~ent

of the early draft, initial, revised and final

instruments.
4.1 .J Selection of Methodology

Every version of the instru..nt designed to measure teachers'
perceptions is a self administered questionnaire which incorporates
no•inal scale and Likert scale iteas. This method of data collection
was preferred for the reasons listed below:
• This ..thad has reliably ..asured Catholic school religious
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effectiveness in Australia for the past 20 years (Leavey, 1972;
Flynn, 1975, 1985; Fahy, 1980).
- Self administered questionnaires successfully identified the
aoral education effectiveness

p~ncle•

as a large scale problem

(Fahy, 1980; Flynn, 1985).
A self administered questionnaire is the aost practical ..ans of
collecting d•ta from such a large and widely dispersed sa1ple.
(Oescha•p and Tognolini, 1983, p. 1)
- The large scale of the problem and little being known about the
sources of the proble• suggested a study should be designed to
collect data from a large sa1ple which would be representative
of all relevant teacher sub-groups.
- Because data on a nuober of sensitive professional and religious
issues were collected using the instrument, the high degrees of
anonymity and confidentiality afforded by a self administered
questionnaire, had to be offered to respondents (Oeschalp and
Tognolini, 1983, p. 1).
- Na.inal scales are appropriate

ite~

fonoats for collecting

respondent profile data (Orlich, 1978, p. 49) and they were used
for that purpose in the present study.
- A Likert scale is an appropriate self administered item format
for collecting attitudinal data (Orlich, 1978, p. 54) which was
incorporated in the present study's instrument design.
- Constructing •ulti-ite• scales fro• several

ite~s

is a practical

•eans of •easuring attitudes to complex concepts (de Vaus, 1990,
p. 223) such as those •easured in the present studY.
!.1.2 Ita Gegeration SourceS

Literature Review
The literature reviewed in preparing this thesis was a •ajar
source of issues which were considered to be relevant to the purpose
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of the studY. Flynn (1985) and other research reports contained copies
of research instruaents and these, as well as research findings and
theories of aoral

devel~ent

and aoral education, contributed to

ite~

generation. Catholic school Religious Education curriculu. docuoents
were the sources of the Teacher Effectiveness on aoral issues section
of the questionnaire. Religious Education

coa~entators'

observations,

also, were pertinent to the generation of ite1s especially for the
Teacher Behaviour section of the instruaent.
Interest Groups
As the instruoent designed in this studY sought to ..asure
teachers' perceptions, 23 teachers of Religious Education in New South
Wales and Western Austrelia were consulted in the early draft stage of
instruaent development. As well, 6 school
a~inistrators,

a~inistrators,

3 syst..

5 Religious Education acadeaics and consultants, 32

parents and 5 Catholic clergy were consulted. Eleven Catholic
secondary Religious Education Co-ordinators replied to letters sent by
the researcher requesting their assistance in the generation of
questionnaire iteas. The origins of all of the iteas in the initial
instrument are listed in Table 1, !tea Sources.
4.!.3 Consultation Procedure

The process of consultation followed the foraat outlined below.
- Each individual consulted was informed of the purpose of the
study approximately one week prior to an interview and asked to
consider the issues (moral and others) that he/she felt were
pertinent to the study's purpose. Individuals were inforaed that
the instruoent would be a self

a~inistered

questionnaire.

- During the interview, issues raised by the individual were
recorded by the questionnaire designer.
- After each interview, the individual was encouraged to contact
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the researcher to raise pertinent issues overlooked by the
individual during consultation.
4.1.4 Evaluation of Issues

The validity and reliability of a survey instrwoent depends
critically on the clarity, co•prehensiveness and legitimacy of its
conceptual basis (de Vaus, 1990). For this reason, clearly defining a
conceptual framework based on the issues which contribute to teacher
effectiveness in Catholic secondary aoral education was the first
priority at this stage of instru.ent design.
To facilitate clarification of concepts, the issues collected
from the literature and interest group sources were classified
tentatively into Respondent Profile, Curriculum, School Cli1ate, Moral
Influences, Relationship with Students and Professional Perfor•ance
sections. In evaluating the issues listed under these working
classifications, primary consideration was given to the frequency with
which issues were raised by different sources and to the pertinence of
each issue to the purpose of the studY. The section headings were
a1ended as clearer concepts

a~erged

in the consultation and evaluation

processes.
An iaportant landlark was reached in the refineaent of the
conceptual framework whern the two diaensions of teacher effectiveness
outlined in the introductory chapter were defined, These two
di~ensions

prescribe for t:atholic secondary •oral educators a dual

role which involves deiOcratically advocating the adoption of Catholic
1oral principles by students and providing an appropriate learning
environ~ent

for the

develop~ent

of an

infor~ed

conscience in students.

This role was derived principally fr01 •oral develoPient (Gula, lg89;
Tobin, 1990) and •oral education literature (GroOie, 1984; Crawford
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and Rossiter, 1988) and the legiti•acy of the concept
t~

NaS

confir.ed by

acade•ics in .. ral education, Father Cary Burke MA and Mr Michael

Fox MPS. The new concept of teacher effectiveness provided the basic
structure on which the teacher effectiveness and teacher behaviour
•odels of acral education were built.
The concept for the moral education curriculum model was derived
fro. literature on curriculum (Marsh and Stanford, Jg84; Angus, Jg88)

and a substantial proportion of the teachers, coordinators and
administrators consulted stressed the importance of the curriculum to
the effectiveness of moral education. The authenticity of this concept
was validated by the two academics in moral education referred to
above.
The religious environment •ode! was based on the Leavey (lg72),
Flynn (Jg75, Jg85), Fahy (Jgso) and Angus (Jg88) studies of religious
cli•ate. Issues raised by all interest groups, including parents,
vindicated the importance of religious environment as a contributor to
the effectiveness of moral education within the Catholic secondary
school. Most of the literature and interest group sources acknowledged
that influences outside the school contribute to student moral
development. Those influences included in the moral influences model
were derived fro• the literature on Catholic school religious
effectiveness.
The important process of converting conceptual models into
questionnaire iteas and •ulti-item scales began well before the
conceptual framework was finalised. To ensure the reliability of each
itea, it was essential that itea wording should accurately reflect the
concept on which it was based and be easily comprehensible to
respondents

(de

Vaus 1g90, p. 53). Refineaents in the conceptual
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fra•ework led to adjustaents in questionnaire content and this was an
ongoing process throughout the instrUIIent's developent.
4.1.5 !tel Sequencing
Items in each section were sequenced so that respondents would
provide factual information at the beginning before responding to the
more contentious, sensitive and personal ite•s towards the end of the
questionnaire.

4.1.6 EarlY Qraft InstrQient Evaluation
Evaluation of early draft versions of the questionnaire followed
a deliberate cycle of literature search, consultation, evaluation,
change, literature search and so on. The consultation phase of the
cycle entailed drafts of the questionnaire being scrutinised by a
panel consisting of Religious Education teachers, coordinators,
adMinistrators, researchers, acad..ics and research design consultants
to ascertain the face validity and content validity of the instrument.
Initially, panel members evaluated the relevance, comprehensiveness
and clarity of the instrument's conceptual basis. Panel evaluation
then focussed on the accuracy with which concepts were converted to
questionnaire items and multi-item scales and on the comprehensibility
of item wording to respondents. Researchers and research design
consultants provided technical advice on item construction, multi-item
scale construction, questionnaire layout, coding, tests of reliability
and data analysis options. The evaluation cycle was maintained until
the structure and content of the questionnaire were •odified to the
satisfaction of the instrument designer and his advisers.
4.1.7 It• sources
Reference to this study's initial instrument sections in
Appendix II will aid the reader's interpretation of the following
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discussion on ite• sources. The following ite• codes will be used in
reference to questionnaire ite.s:
RPI to RP12

=

Cl to C7

= Curriculum Items

REI to RE17

=

Religious Environment Items

Mil to MI2

=
=

Moral Influences lte.s

TEl to TE6

Respondent Profile Ite•s

Teacher Effectiveness Items

TBl to TB31 = Teacher Behaviour !teas
Table 1
!tea Soutm
Ite. Nos.

RPI to RP4, RP7 to RP9
RPS, RP6
RPIO, RPll, RP12
Cl, C2, CS, C6
C4
C7

Pri ..ry It.. Sources
Flynn (1985), Angus (1988)
acadeMics, administrators

RE coordinators
Stanford and Marsh (1984)
Angus (1988)
coordinators, academics,
administrators

REI, RE3, RE4, RES, RE6,
RE7, REB, REll, RE12,
RE15, RE17

Leavey (1972), Flynn (1975, 1985)
Fahy (1980), Angus (1988)
RE2, RE16
teachers
RE9, REIO
parents
Mila to MI2f
student religious attitudes research,
all interest groups
TEla to TE21
Bathurst Diocese RE Guidelines (1986)
TE3 to TE6
Flynn (1985)
TBl, T82, T819, T821, TB24 EngHsh (1985), teachers
TB2, T87
Religious Education coordinators
TB12, TB29, TB30
academics, administrators
All other TB ite•s
Flynn (1985, p.392-399)
Crawford and Rossiter (1988)
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The pri.ary ite. sources listed in Table I show that all of the
interest groups consulted for the purpose of ite• generation
contributed issues which were converted into initial instru.ent ite•s.
4.1.8 The Initial lnstru.ent
The initial instrument which was disseainated in the studY (see
Appendix Ill was a self administered questionnaire containing 110
iteas. The first 12 nominal scale items (RPI to RPI2) were designed to
collect respondent profile data, from which the teacher subgroups
listed in Research Question No. 5 could be derived.
The remaining 98 ite•s, designed to collect attitudinal data,
were Likert scales with five response options ranging from 'Strongly
Agree' to 'Strongly Disagree'. The initial instru.ent's attitudinal
ite•s were divided into five sections: Curriculua, Religious
Environ•ent, Moral Influences, Teacher Effectiveness and Teacher
Behaviour. The conceptual content of these instrument sections was
designed to match models of moral education outlined in the conceptual
framework.
The questionnaire cover sheet included instructions to the
respondent for co•pletion and return of the questionnaire. The cover
sheet also included an invitation to respondents to record perceived
deficiencies in the questionnaire on an evaluation sheet which was
attached to the back of the questionnaire. The evaluation sheet, which
was designed to provide user appraisal of the face validity and
content validity of the instru.ent, sought feedback fro• respondents
about the following features of the instru.ent:
the questionnaire instructions
the questionnaire layout
the questionnaire length
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appropriateness of section headings and sequencing
ite. forwat and sequencing of ite.s
itea defects and relevance of items
relevant issues not addressed in the questionnaire.
When clear and concise instructions were prepared for the
initial instrument, it was printed and distributed to the studY'S
respondents.
!.1.9 The Reyjsed

Instru~ent

Prior to analysis of data, it was necessary to reassess the
relevance of attitudinal items in the initial instruaent to the
studY's research questions because the studY's research focus had
shifted from elements within the school, to those within the
classroom, which contribute to teacher effectiveness in •iddle and
upper Catholic secondary moral education. This shift in research focus
was based on a clearer definition of the research problem. When the
initial instrument was distributed, the problem was seen as a school
problem. Closer examination of the evidence (Fahy, 1980; Flynn, 1985;
Angus, 1988) identified the Religious Education classroom as the
priaary source of the research problem and the study's research
questions were revised to accommodate this shift in research focus.
The legitimacy of this shift in research focus was supported by a
panel coaposed of an academic in Religious Education, two Catholic
secondary school administrators and a Religious Education coordinator.
The initial instrument items which were relevant to research
questions within the focus of the Catholic secondary school, but
outside the focus of the classroom and therefore superfluous or
irrelevant to the revised research questions, were excluded fro• the
ravised instrument. The following questionnaire items were excluded
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fro. the revised instruaent for that reason:
C3, C6 and C7 Curriculua ite.s
All Religious Environ•ent items
TE3 to TE6 Teacher Effectiveness iteas
TB5, TB9, TBlO, TBll, T823, TB24, TB27, TB28, TB29, T830
and TB3la to TB3ld Teacher Behaviour iteas
The exclusion of items led to adjust•ents in the instruaent's
1ulti·ite1 scales (subscales) and the content validity of the revised
subscales was affir1ed by the panel previously described. The
conceptual content of the revised instruaent is listed in Tables 2 and
3.

Table 2
Revised Instrument Content
Subscales/
!tea Nos.
Curriculua

Effective Teaching Model Concepts
The moral education curriculua is:

Cl

comprehensive and relevant

C2

well structured

C5

comprehensively resourced

C4

Religious Education is top priority in the school
curriculum

Teacher
Effectiveness
TEla to TE21

Is effective in teaching Catholic principles on
twelve i1portant moral issues to boys and girls

Teacher
Attributes
TBl

Professionally c011itted to Religious Education

TBS

Professionally coMpetent in religious knowledge

TB22

Adequate as a Christian role •odel in attitudes and
behaviour
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Table 3
Revised Iostru.ent Content
Subscales/
It.. Nos.

Effective Teaching Model Concepts

Teaching
Philosophy
182, TB6
TB3
TB14, 1828
TB18

Is an advocate of Catholic .aral teachings in class
Uses a variety of teaching 1ethods
Knows students as individuals
Feels free to adapt programming to students' needs

TB19, TB21

Respects students rights to privacy and freed01 of
choice

TB19, TB20,
TB21

Establishes a structured foru• for discussion of
•oral issues

Teaching
Strategies
TB4

Uses in·class and ancillary learning experiences

TB7, TB16

Provides up-to-date infor1ation, including Church
teachings and alternative views

TB12

Uses student assessment and evaluations to gauge own
effectiveness

TB13, TB15

Discusses with students the Scriptures and their
relationship with Catholic moral teachings

TB17, TB26

Discusses with students points of agree1ent and
disagree•ent, weaknesses and strengths in alternative
moral stances

1825

Uses appropriate resources to suppl ..ent teacher
presentations in the classroo•

4, 2 The Study

A studY of 87 Catholic Middle and upper secondary teachers of
Religious Education fro• schools in Western Australia and New South
Wales was conducted. The purpose of this study was to determine
whether or not the revised instrlllent was capable of aeasuring,
validly and reliably, the teachers' perceptions as outlined in the
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Research Questions. As well, the results of the study and respondent
feedback were to be used to make finishing adjust1ents to the final
instr-nt.
4.2.1 Subjects

Table 4
SaJPle Representativeness
Religious Education
Teacher Subgroups

Nu.ber

%of Tota1

11

76

13%
87%

(no tertiary qualification)
Qualified teachers

31

36%

(tertiary qualification)
Lay teachers
Religious Order aelbers
Girls schools
Boys schoo Is
Coeducational schools
Non-specialist teachers

56
15
12
13
62

64%
81%
19%
14%
15%
71%

50% RE)
Specialist teachei'S

73

84%

12

16%

Returned

Inexperienced teachers (< 2 yrs)
Experienced teachers (2 yrs +)
Unqualified teachers

72

(<

(50%

+

RE)

Returned

The sampling objective of the study was to draw a convenience
sample of 90 subjects which was representative of all relevant teacher
subgroups in the population. To achieve this objective 136
questionnaires were distributed to •etropolitan schools in Western
Australia and to country schools in New South Wales. A total of 87
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ca.pleted questionnaires were returned which represented a return rate
of 64%. Table 4 shows that all of the teacher subgroups which are
relevant to Research Question 5, are represented in the sa.ple.
4.2.2 Salpljnq Procedure
Access was gained to respondents in New South Wales and Western
Australia according to the procedure outlined below. Permission was
sought by letter fro. the Directors of Education of three dioceses in
Hew South Wales and one diocese in Western Australia, to approach ·

principals of secondary and central schools about the study. Enclosed
with the letter to each Director were copies of the instrument, a
proposed letter to respondents (see Appendix 1), the introduction to
the research proposal and the study's research questions.
When permission was granted by the Directors of Education,
packages similar to that sent to the Director were posted to the
principals. One week later, the principals were contacted by telephone
and permission to approach each school's Religious Education
Coordinator and teachers of Religious Education was requested.
The Religious Education coordinators were asked to distribute
letters, questionnaires and envelopes to the Years 9, 10, 11 and 12
teachers of Religious Education in their schools who agreed,
voluntarily, to take part in the study. A larger, self addressed
envelope was enclosed with the packages delivered to the Religious
Education coordinators and these envelopes, sealed and containing all
coapleted questionnaires inside s•aller sealed envelopes, were
collected fro. each of the participating schools two weeks after
delivery.
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4.2.3 Coding
For the aajority of attitudinal iteas in the questionnaire, the
following coding pattern was adopted:
Strongly Disagree = 1
Disagree = 2
Undecided = 3
Agree

=4

Strongly Agree = 5
No Response = aissing value.
This coding pattern was reversed (Strongly Disagree= 5, ••• Strongly
Agree= 1) for the following ite•s:
Religious Environ•ent Ite• Nos. 8, 12, 14 and 15
Teacher Effectiveness Item No. 5
Teacher Behaviour Item Nos. 5, 6 and 7.
'Strongly Agree' or 'Strongly Disagree' responses were assigned the
highest value (5) if the response expressed an attitude which
concurred with the 'ideal' concept for Effective moral education
described in the conceptual fra•ework. This coding pattern is
consistent with the valid coding advice of Orlich (1978, p. 62).

4.2.4 Validity Evaluation
The content and face validity of the initial instruaent was
evaluated by the panel of scrutineers before it was distributed in the
study and the revised instru•ent was subjected to si•ilar scrutiny.
Respondent feedback via the

question~aire

evaluation sheet provided

further evidence of face and content validation.
The conceptual basis of this study assumes that unqualified
teachers of Religious Education would perceive the•selves to be less
effective moral educators than would qualified teachers of Religious
Education. The construct validity of the instrument was assessed when
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the results of the qualifications subgroups data analysis were
ca.pared with this assuaption.
4.2.5 Reliability Measureaents
On the advice of de Vaus (1990), correlation coefficients and
Cronbach coefficient alphas were obtained on the data for the
instruaent's multi-item scales. These tests provided aeasurements of
the unidimensionality and internal consistency of the multi-item
scales as estiaates of their unidiaensionality and reliability. The
results of these and other measurements are presented and discussed in
the following chapter.
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CHAPTER 5
Results and Discussion
The results of preliainary assess.ant of the revised instru.ent,
unidilensionality and reliability aeasurements, validity assess.ant,
whole sa•ple and subgroup analysis are reported and discussed in this
chapter.
5.1 Reliability and Validitv of tbe Revised Instruwent
Preliainary instru.ent assessment, unidimensionality and
reliability measurements and validity assessment were undertaken in
response to Research Questions 1 and 2. Research Question 1 is
'can a reliable and valid instrument be developed which •easures
teachers' perceptions of their effectiveness in teaching
Catholic moral principles to middle and upper secondary
students?'
Research Question 2 is
'can a reliable and valid instrument be developed which measures
teachers' perceptions of the effectiveness of their teacher
behaviour and the aoral education curriculum, the eleaents
within the classroom which contribute to their teacher
effectiveness in aiddle and upper Catholic secondary moral
education? 1

The results of preliminary and validity assessments and reliability
measurements presented and discussed below are this study's responses
to Research Questions 1 and 2.
5.1.1 Preli•inary Instrueent A§sesswent
Co~~ents

on evaluation sheets enclosed with the instruaent

included coaplaints by five respondents about the length of the
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initial instruaent (98 attitudinal ite.s I one hour

coopleti~n

ti•el

and this factor probably contributed to the 64% return rate of
coapleted questionnaires. However, this disadvantage was already
addressed in the reduction of initial instru.ent attitudinal ite•s to
approxi•ately half that nu.ber in the re•ised instruaent before the
data was analysed.
Three respondents felt that an open response for.at, rather than
the Likert scale, would have been more appropriate for the Teacher
Effectiveness items. One respondent suggested that two response
options ('Yes'/ 'No') would have satisfied response requirements for
•any of the it..s. However, for the reasons outlined in the ..thad
chapter, a Likert scale it.. format was retained for attitudinal
it..s.
Six respondents felt that the wording of the Teacher
Effectiveness on moral issues ite•s was vague and confusing. One of
these respondents suggested that the wording of the TEl and TE2 ite•s,
'I am effective in tMo:hing Catholic moral principles', should be
replaced by 'I a. effective in advocating the adoption of Catholic
moral principles' to aake the items more comprehensible to
respondents. When 'adoption' is qualified by 'voluntary' in the
wording of this suggestion, it becomes consistent with the teaching
outcomes dimension of teacher effectiveness which is defined in the
conceptual framework. Because this suggestion improves the
ca.prehensibility and conceptual veracity of the TEl and TE2 ite•s, it
will be incorporated in the wording of the final instrument. No other
suggestions for aajor changes to the structure or content of the
questionnaire were recorded by respondents on the evaluation sheets.
The questionnaire instructions advised respondents to refrain
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fra. atte•pting ite•s to which they felt unqualified to respond.
Manual counting of missing values on the attitudinal data tally sheets
identified 7% of 'No Responses', as a proportion of total attitudinal
responses, in the attitudinal data. Examination of the data revealed
shortcomings with the 'No Response' option. Some respondents
apparently confused the 'No Response' option with the 'Undecided'
option. This was evident in the responses by single sex school
~espondents

to the items in the Teacher Effectiveness and Moral

Influences sections which referred to students of the sex not
represented at their schools. Some respondents followed the
questionnaire instructions and refrained from responding while others
crossed the 'Undecided' option boxes. Confusion over the use of the
'No Response' option in the studY was not restricted to Teacher
Effectiveness and Moral Influences responses. When these responses
were excluded from the total responses, 4% of the remaining
attitudinal iteos were not attempted.
The high proportion of unca.pleted items in the studY and the
albiguity of the 'No Response' and 'Undecided' options strongly
suggested a substitute for the 'No Response' option should be included
in the attitudinal item format. A 'Not Applicable' response option is
the most suitable substitute for the 'No Response' option because it
would satisfy the Teacher Effectiveness option requirements of
respondents in single sex schools and would enhance the measuring
precision of the 'Undecided' option. Foddy (1993) argued that, in
placing an option such as the 'Not Applicable' one outside the scale,
the exhaustiveness of the Likert scale response options is more
clearly established (p. 160). The 'Not Applicable' option, therefore,
was included in the final questionnaire itea format with a box beside,
but outside, the five options Likert Scale. When preliminary
assessment was completed, indexes of unidimensionality and reliability
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were calculated on the revised instruaent's multi-ite• subscales.
~.1.2

Unidiwensionality Keasurewent
Item to scale correlation coefficients were calculated for the

items of each subscale in the instrument to determine subscale
unidimensionality; the extent to which each item measures the same
underlying concept. De Vaus (1990) advised that, for the purposes of
survey research, an item to scale correlation coefficient of 0.3 is
considered to be an acceptable minimum level of item unidimensionality
within a coefficient range of 0 to 1.0 (p. 239). The lowest and
highest correlation coefficients obtained for the items of each
subscale are listed in Table 5. Acceptable levels of unidimensionality
were measured for all of the items in the Curriculum, Teacher
Effectiveness, Teacher Attributes and Teaching Strategies subscales.
Acceptable levels of unidiMensionality were measured for the Teaching
Philosophy subscale items except for the TB2, TB3 and TB6 items which
obtained correlation coefficients of 0.20, 0.09 and 0.05 respectively.
Because the conceptual comprehensiveness of the Teaching Philosophy
subscale relied on the TB2, TB3 and TB6 items, their low levels of
unidimensionality were considered to be insufficient grounds for
excluding them from the instrument.
5.1.3 Reliability Measurewent
Cronbach's alpha coefficients were calculated for all subscales
and they are listed in Table 5. A coefficient alpha of 0.7, or higher,
for a aulti-itea scale is considered to be a reliable level of
internal consistency according to de Vaus (p. 240). Reliable levels of
internal consistency were obtained for all subscales except for the
Curriculum subscale. Although the internal consistency of the
Curriculum subscale is aarginally unreliable, the content validity of
the instrument depended on the retention of this subscale.
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On the basis of Cronbach alpha coefficients, it can be concluded
that the Teacher Effectiveness, Teacher Attributes, Teaching
Philosophy and Teaching Strategies subscales provide a reliable
measurement of teachers' perceptions of their effectiveness in
Catholic

~iddle

and upper secondary moral education. The marginally

unreliable Curriculw. subscale was retained to preserve the content
validity of the instrument.
Table 5
UnjdjJensionality and Reliability Measure•ents for Subscales

Subscale
CurriculUIII
Teacher
Effectiveness
Teacher
Attributes
Teaching
Philosophy
Teaching
Strategies

5.1.4

Face

Correlation
Coefficient
Range

Coefficient
Alpha Scores

Cl, C2, C4, C5
TEla to TEll,
TE2a to TE21

0.36 - 0.51

0.68

0.82 - 0.95

0.97

TBl, TB8, TB22
TB2, TB3, TB6,
TB14, TB18, TB19,
T820, T821, TB28
TB4, TB7, TB12,
TB13, TB15, TB16,
TB17, TB25, TB26

0.38 - 0.66

0.71

0.05 - 0.65

0.74

0.30 - 0.68

0.82

lteJ Nos.

Validity Assessment

The instrument which was distributed to respondents in the study
was designed according to the face validity recommendations of the
panel of scrutineers referred to in the method chapter. The study's 87
respondents also provided face validity assessment via the
questionnaire evaluation sheet and the results of that assessment are
discussed under preliminary instrument assessment in this chapter. A
second panel reassessed the instru.ent's face validity following the
sharpening of research focus

fro~
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the school to the classroom.

In su.oary, all sources of validity evaluation verified the face
validity of the instruoent, despite some reco..endations for
alterations to its wording and structure.
5.1,5 Content ValiditY Assess.ent
The professional advice of educators and academics in Catholic
secondary Religious Education suggested that the models described in
the Conceptua·l Framework chapter are valid representations of the
•odels of effective moral education presented to teachers of Religious
Education through the Catholic Education system. These •odels specify
the criteria by which teachers gauge their own effectiveness in
Catholic secondary moral education and, therefore, they represent an
appropriate conceptual basis for responding to Research Questions 1
and 2. For this reason, the exhaustive representation of the
ca.ponents of these models in the instrument was the criterion Gpplied
in assessing the content validity of the instruoent.
The panels and the 87 respondents who evaluated the instrument's
face validity, at the same time, assessed its content validity. These
sources of validation concluded that the content of the instru.ent
adequately reflected the criteria presented to Catholic teachers of
Religious Education by the Catholic system to evaluate their own
effectiveness in secondary moral education.
5.1.6 Construct ValiditY Assessaent
A fundamental assu.ption underpinning the conceptual basis of
this study is that unqualified teachers of Religious Education would
perceive the•selves to be less effective moral educators than would
qualified teachers of Religious Education. To assess the construct
validity of the instruoent, the teacher behaviour perceptions of the
qualified subgroup were compared with those of the unqualified
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subgroup. Table 10 shows that qualified teachers perceived that their
Teacher Attributes and Teaching Philosophy were significantly aore
effective than did unqualified teachers. These results are consistent
with the assuaption •entioned above and therefore they support the
construct validity of the instrument.
On the basis of face validity, content validity and construct
validity assess..nt it can be concluded that, the instru..nt provides
a valid aeasurement of teachers' perceptions of their effectiveness in
Catholic •iddle and upper secondary aoral education.
In response to Research Question 1, it can be concluded that the
instru.ent developed In this study is a reliable and valid instruaent
which ..asures teachers' perceptions of their effectiveness in
teaching Catholic •oral principles to •iddle and upper secondary
students.
In response to Research Question 2, it can be concluded that the
instrument developed in this study is a reliable and valid instrument
which measures teachers' perceptions of the effectiveness of their
teacher behaviour and the moral education curriculum, the elements
within the classroom which contribute to their teacher effectiveness
in middle and upper Catholic secondary 1oral education.
In establishing the instru.ent's reliability and validity,
confidence in the studY's results was enhanced. The results of whole
sa8ple and subgroup data analysis are presented in the following
sections.
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5.2 Wbole Sflple Analysis
Whole

sa~le

analysis was undertaken in response to Research

Questions 3 and 4. Research Question 3 is:
'what are teachers' perceptions of their effectiveness in
teaching Catholic moral principles to middle and upper secondary
students?'
and Research Question 4 is:
'what are teachers' perceptions of the effectiveness of their
teacher behaviour and the moral education curriculum, the
elements within the classrooa which contribute to their teacher
effectiveness in aiddle and upper Catholic secondary moral
education?'
Whole saaple analysis in this study sought to narrow the focus
of the •oral education problem identified by Fahy (1980), Flynn (1985)
and Angus (1988) fro• the Catholic middle and upper secondary
classroom to elements within the classroom which contribute to teacher
effectiveness. The Teacher Effectiveness subscale was designed to
gauge teachers' perceptions of their effectiveness in teaching
Catholic moral principles on moral issues to students. The remaining
subscales were designed to gauge teachers' perceptions of the
effectiveness of elements within the classroom which contribute to
teacher effectiveness in Catholic middle and upper secondary moral
education. Measurements on the Teacher Attributes, Teaching Philosophy
and Teaching Strategies subscales collectively represent a measurement
of perceived teacher behaviour effectiveness.
Whole sample range, •ean scores, standard deviations and
response distribution percentages for all subscales are presented in
Tables 6 and 7. Means were calculated to determine the sa•ple's
strength of agreement or disagreement on all subscales. Response
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distribution percentages were obtained to deteraine the proportion-of
respondents, calculated as a percentage of the saaple, who agreed
(including those who strongly agreed), the proportion who were
undecided and the proportion who disagreed (induding those who
strongly disagreed) with the moral education effectiveness concerns of
each subscale. As well, response distribution percentages were
calculated for key items within some subscales. These results and the
ensuing discussion are this study's responses to Research Questions 3
and 4. The range of responses for all subscales was fro. (5) 'Strongly
Agree' to

(1)

'Strongly Disagree'. The sa•ple's means and percentages

of agreement •easured •oderate to high levels of agreement for all
subscales.
Table 6
Whole Sallj!le Mean Scores on Subscales

Subscale
Teacher
Effectiveness
CurriculUDI
Teacher
Attributes
Teaching
Philosophy
Teaching
Strategies

Mean
Scores

Standard
Deviations

Range

3.70
3.49

0.77
1.05

5
5

4.00

0.85

5

4.14

0.77

5

3.79

0.88

5

The moderate level of 64% agreement, which was •easured on the
Teacher Effectiveness subscale (M

= 3.70),

suggests that the •ajority

of teachers agreed that they were effective in teaching Catholic moral
principles on •oral issues to middle and upper secondary students. In
particular, 69% of teachers perceived that they were effective in
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teaching Catholic •oral principles on sexual aoral values to feaale
and .. le students, variables TElb and TE2b.
Table 7
Wbole SaiQle Response Qistrjbution Percentages

Subscale
Teacher
Effectiveness
Curriculu.
Teacher
Attributes
Teaching
Philosophy
Teaching
Strategies

%

%

%

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

64
58

24
17

9
22

78

9

8

84

8

5

71

12

14

The high levels of 78% agreement on the Teacher Attributes
subscale IH = 4.00), 84% on the Teaching Philosophy subscale (H =
4.14) and moderate level of 71% on the Teaching Strategies subscale (M

= 3.79) suggest that a large •ajority of teachers agreed that their
teacher behaviour was effective in contributing to their teacher
effectiveness in Catholic •iddle and upper secondary aoral education.
58% of teachers agreed that the aoral education Curriculua (H

=

3.49) was effective and this was the lowest level of agree.ent by the
saaple for all subscales. Whole saaple support for the effectiveness
of the Curriculu. was weakest on variable C4 IM

= 3.36),

'Religious

Education is given top priority in the school curriculua', at 51%
agreeaent. On the C4 variable, 17% of teachers were undecided and 31%
disagreed that the place of Religious Education in the school's
curriculua priorities was consistent with the school's stated ai•s.
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This result is consistent with the concerns expressed by •any of the
teachers of Religious Education in the Angus (1988) case study. They
felt that, because it was questionable that Religious Education was
given top priority in the school curriculum, the effectiveness of the
Religious Education curriculum also could be questioned.
The level of agree..nt •easured on the Teacher Effectiveness
subscale was lower than that 11easured on the teacher behaviour
subscales. That lower level of agreement •ay be attributable to the
even

~~~r

level of agre... nt measured on the Curriculum subscale.

This speculation is based on an assu.ption which is fundamental to the
conceptuill fraa£work of this study. That

assu~tion

is that teachers'

perceptions of their own effectiveness are limited by their
perceptions of the effectiveness of el ...nts which contribute to their
effective,ness in the classroom.
The research focus of whole sample analysis centred on elements
within the classroom which contribute to teacher effectiveness in
•oral education. Subgroup analysis concentrated that focus further
onto differ·ences in the professional effectiveness perceptions of
various teacher subgroups.

5.3 SubgJ'OII• Analvsi§
Subgroup analysis in this study was undertaken in response to
Research Question 5. Research Question 5 is:
'is th<ere a difference between the perceived .oral education
effectiveness of teachers within the following Religious
Education teaching subgroups; experienced and inexperienced
teachers, quaHfied and unqualified teachers, specialist and
nonspec·ialist teachers, lay teachers and teaching
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•e~ers

of

religious orders, single sex boys and girls school teachers,
single sex and coeducational school teachers?'
The results of subgroup analysis show that there are no
significant differences between the perceived aoral education
effectiveness of teachers within the experience, lay/religious, single
sex schools and coeducational schools subgroups. As well, these
results show that there are significant differences between the
perceived aoral education effectiveness of teachers within the
qualifications and specialisation subgroups.
Independent saaples' t values were obtained to deteraine the
significance of differences between subgroup aeans on appropriate
subscales. Response distribution percentages were obtained to
deteraine the proportion, expressed as a percentage of the total
teachers in each subgroup, who agreed (including those who strongly
agreed), the proportion who were undecided and the proportion who
disagreed (including those who strongly disagreed) with the moral
education effectiveness concerns of appropriate subscales and of key
iteas within soae subscales. The results of t tests and response
distribution percentages for subscales are presented in Tables 8 to 17
below. Those t values which are significantly different at R< 0.05 are
indicated.
The rationale, on which aost of the subgroup analysis was based,
is presented in the Literature Review. This rationale concluded that
the ineffective teacher behaviour of the inexperienced, unqualified,
nonspecialist and lay teacher of Religious Education subgroups
identified by the Angus (1988) case study and supported by the expert
opinions of Crawford and Rossiter (1989) are potential sources of the
aoral education problea in Catholic aiddle and upper secondary
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classes. These potential sources of the research proble. were targeted
for subgroup analysis to deteraine whether they perceived theaselves
to

be

ineffective aoral educators within the context of their

perceptions of the effectiveness of the eleDOnts within the classroom
which contribute to their effectiveness.
5.3,1 Experience Subgroups Analysis

For the reasons outlined above, aeans, t values and response
distribution percentages were calculated for the experienced and
inexperienced subgroups on all of the subscales. In response to
Research Question 5, the t values presented in Table 8 show that no
significant differences at R< .05 were found between the •eans of the
inexperienced and experienced teacher subgroups on any of the
subscales.
Table 8
Experience Subgroups Means and t Values

Subscale
Curriculum
Teacher
Effectiveness
Teacher
Attributes
Teaching
Philosophy
Teaching
Strategies
~.

Inexper.
Subgrp
Means

Exper.
Subgrp
Means

df

Values

3.66

3.45

79

1.13

3.63

3.67

67

0.43

3.84

4.02

78

0.51

4.11

4.14

77

0.31

3.69

3.82

78

0.51

t

*R< .05

The response distribution percentages listed in Table 9 indicate
the proportions of the experienced and inexperienced subgroups,
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.

expressed as percentages of the total respondents in those subgroups,
who agreed, were undecided or disagreed on each subscale. Moderate to
substantial levels uf a3reeaent were found on the Teacher
Effectiveness, Teacher Attributes, Teaching Philosophy and Teaching
Strategies subscales for both of these subgroups. These results
suggest that oost inexperienced and experienced teachers perceived
themselves to be effective in teaching Catholic aoral principles to
middle and upper secondary students.
Table 9
Response Distribution Percentages for Experience Subgroups
Inexperienced Subgrp
Subscale
Teacher
Effectiveness
Curriculum
Teacher
Attributes
Teaching
Philosophy
Teaching
Strutegies

5.3.2

Experienced Subgrp

%

%
Undec

%
Oisag

%

Agree

Agree

%
Undec

%
Disag

69
61

17
25

13
14

65
57

25
16

8
24

70

6

15

79

9

7

78

12

5

85

8

5

59

15

18
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Quallf~tions

Subgroups Analysis

Unqualified teachers were identified as a potential source of
the .oral education problem by Angus (1988). These te«chers were
targeted for subgroup analysis to determine whether they perceived
themselves to be ineffective within the context of their perceptions
of tl,1e effectiveness of the ele•ents within the classroo• which
contribute to their effectiveness.

~~ans,

t values and response

distribution percentages were calculated for the qualified and
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unqualified subgroups on all of the subscales. In response to

Resea~ch

Question 5, the results listed in Table 10 show that significant
differences were found between the perceptions of the unqualified and
qualified teacher subgroups on the Curriculu•, Teacher Attributes and
Teaching Philosophy subscales.
Table 10
Qualifications Subgroups Means and t Values

Subscale

Unqual.
Subgrp
Means

Qual.
Subgrp
Means

df

t
Values

~.11

3.71

79

3.98*

3.60

3.71

67

1.34

3.62

4.22

78

2.48*

3.97

4.23

78

2.80*

3.54

3.94

80

1.88

Curriculum
Teacher
Effectiveness
Teacher
Attributes
Teaching
Philosophy
Teaching
Strategies
/l!!.tg.

--

*n< .05

Significantly fewer unqualified than qualified teachers
perceived that they were effective on the Teacher Attributes and
Teaching Philosophy subscales. This finding is consistent with the
Angus (1988) findings on Religious Education teacher effectiveness.
However, the responso! distribution percentages in Table 11 show that
the majority of both the qualified and the unqualified teachers
perceived that they were effective on the Teacher Effectiveness and
teacher behaviour subscales in the present study. In Angus (1988),
only qualified teachers of Religious Education felt that they were
effective teachers.
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Table 11
ResPOnse Distribution Percentages for Qualification Subgroups
Unqualified Subgrp
Subscale

Qua!Hied

Subgrp

Agree

%

%
Undec

Disag

Agree

s

%
Undec

%
Oisag

57
40

36
29

6
31

69
67

18
10

10
18

62

17

17

86

4

3

78

14

5

87

5

5

59

22

15

78

6

13

Teacher
Effectiveness
Curriculum
Teacher
Attributes
Teaching
Philosophy
Teaching
Strategies

s

Only 40% of unqualified teachers agreed that the moral education
curriculu• was effective in contributing to their teacher
effectiveness. As well, 29% of unqualified teachers agreed on variable
C4 (M

= 2.84),

29% were undecided and 42% disagreed that 'Religious

Education is given top priority in this school's curriculum'. This
result is consistent with the aajority of the Angus (1988) case study
teachers who perceived that the Religious Education curriculum was not
given top priority in the school curriculum. However, 62% of qualified
teachers in the present study agreed that the curriculum was effective
on variable C4 (M

=

3.64). On variable C5 (M

=2.94)

'this school's

resources include a comprehensive guide to Catholic moral teachings',
35% of unqualified teachers agreed, 29% were undecided and 35%
disagreed. However, just over 60% of qualified teachers agreed on C5
variable (M

=3.50).

These findings suggest that the Catholic

secondary school's curriculum priorities, and in particular those
related to the provision of a ca.prehensive guide to Catholic acral
teachings, were perceived to be ineffective for the needs of most
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unqualified teachers but effective for the needs of aost qualified
teachers of Religious Education.
5.3.3 Soocjaljsation S!lb!Jl'O!I!S Analn.U
Nonspecialist teachers were identified as a potential source of
the •oral education proble• by Angus (1988). These teachers were
targeted for subgroup analysis to determine whether they perceived
th..selves to be ineffective within the context of their perceptions
of the effectiveness of the elements within the classroom which
contribute to their effectiveness. Means, t values and response
distribution percentages were calculated for the specialist and
nonspecialist subgroups on all of

th~

subscales. In response to

Research Question 5, the results listed in Table 12 show that
significant differences were found between the perceptions of the
nonspecialist and specialist teacher subgroups on the Curriculum,
Teacher Attributes, Teaching Philosophy and Teaching Strategies
subscales.
Table 13 shows that although majorities of both the
nonspecialist and specialist teacher subgroups agreed that the moral
education curriculum was effective, substantially

~ore

specialist

teachers agreed that the curriculum was effective. There were
siailarities between the specialisation and qualifications subgroups'
perceptions on the curriculum variables C4 and C5. On variable C4 (M

=

3.16), 45% of nonspecialist teachers agreed that 'Religious Education
is given top priority in the school curriculum' but a substantially
higher 83% of specialist teachers agreed on the same variable (M =
4.08). On variable C5 (M = 3.16), 47% of nonspecialist teachers agreed
that 'this school's resources include a

co~rehensive

guide to

Catholic •oral teachings' and, in contrast, 75% of specialist teachers
agreed on this variable (M = 3.83). These findings suggest that the
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Catholic secondary school's curriculum priorities, and in particular
those related to the provision of a crnoprehensive guide to Catholic
aoral teachings, were perceived to be •arginally ineffective for the
needs of •ost nonspecialist teachers but effective for the needs of
aost specialist teachers of Religious Education.
Table 12
Specialisation Subgroups Means and t Values

Subscale
curriculull
Teacher
Effectiveness
Teacher
Attributes
Teaching
Philosophy
Teaching
Strategies
~.

Non spec

Spec.

Subgrp

Subgrp

Means

t

Means

df

Values

3.33

4.10

77

5.23*

3.68

3.60

65

1.34

3.90

4.53

76

3.97*

4.09

4.40

75

2.28*

3.72

4.19

76

2.37*

*I!< .05
Comparisons between the percentages of agre..ent for the

specialisation subgroups show that more specialist than nonspecialist
teachers agreed that they were effective on the Teacher Attributes,
Teaching Philosophy and Teaching Strategies subscales. This finding is
consistent with Angus (1988) which found that all specialist teachers
and sa.e nonspecialist teachers of Religious Education perceived that
their teacher behaviour was effective. The level of agre..ent on the
Teacher Effectiveness subscale was 66% for 11onspecialist teachers and
only 59% for specialist teachers. This finding is inconsistent with
Angus (1988) which found that aore specialist than nonspecialist
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teachers perceived that they were effective moral and religious
educators. More specialist teachers than other teachers in the

stu~

agreed that their teacher behaviour contributed effectively to their
teacher effectiveness in Catholic •iddle and upper secondary .oral
education. The levels of agreeaent by specialist teachers on the
Teacher Effectiveness and teacher behaviour subscales are inconsistent
with this

stu~'s

assumption that teachers' perceptions of their

effectiveness are limited by their perceptions of the effectiveness of
their teacher behaviour.
Table 13
Response Distribution Percentages for Specialisation Subgroups
Nonspecialist Subgrp
Subscale

Teacher
Effectiveness
Curriculum
Teacher
Attributes
Teaching
Philosophy
Teaching
Strategies

Specialist Subgrp

Undec

Disagr

%

%
Agree

Undec

Disagr

66
52

23
19

9
25

59
83

28
6

11

10

63

10

10

92

0

0

83

9

4

83

4

5

68

12

15

78

7

6

%

Agree

%

%

%

§,3.4 LaY/Religious SubgrouPs Aoelysis
Lay teachers were identified as a potential source of the moral
education problem by Angus (1988). These teachers were targeted for
subgroup analysis to determine whether they perceived th..selves to be
ineffective within the context of their perceptions of the
effectiveness of the el ... nts within the classroa. which contribute to
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their effectiveness.
Table 14
Lay/Religious Ord§r SubgrOUPS Means and t Values
Lay

Relig
t

Subscale

Subgrp

Means

Subgrp

Means

df

Values

Curriculum
Teacher
Effectiveness
Teacher
Attributes

3.44

3.67

79

1.43

3.70

3.53

66

1.54

3.97

4.12

78

0.89

Teaching
Philosophy
Teaching
Strategies

4.14

4.09

80

0.41

3.79

3.82

80

D. 13

~-

*I!< .05

Means, t values and response distribution percentages were
calculated for the lay/religious subgroups on all of the subscales. In
response to Research Question 5, the results listed in Table 14 show
that there was no significant difference between the moral education
effectiveness perceptions of the lay and religious subgroups.
The response distribution percentages listed in Table 15 show
that ooderate to substantial levels of agree•ent were found on the
Teacher Effectiveness, Teacher Attributes, Teaching Philosophy and
Teaching Strategies subscales for both of these subgroups. These
results suggest that most lay and religious teachers agreed that they
were effective in teaching Catholic moral principles to •iddle and
upper secondary students.
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Table 15
Response Distribution Percentages tor Lay/Religious Subgroups
Religious Subgrp

lay Sub!Jl'll
Subscale

Teacher
Effectiveness
Curriculum
Teacher
Attributes
Teaching
Philosophy
Teaching
Strategies

%

%
Agree

Undec

64

24

9

62

57

18

23

78

8

84

72

%

%

Dlsagr Agree

%

%

Undec

Dlsagr

62

21
10

15
20

9

78

11

4

9

4

81

3

10

13

13

75

6

14

5.3.5 Single Sex Schools/Coeducational Schools Sybgroyps Analysis
The current debate about the relative educational advantages of
grouping secondary students into single sex or coeducational classes
was one reason for targeting the single sex and coeducational teacher
subgroups in this study. As well, de Vaus (1980) found significant
differences between the religious effects on male and female students
of a Catholic secondary school education but no research has been
undertaken to measure differences in the teacher effectiveness
perceptions of teachers grouped according to the sex/sexes represented
in their middle and upper moral education classes at Catholic
secondary schools. Single sex schools and single sex/coeducational
schools subgroups were targeted for subgroup analysis in this study to
determine whether there were differences in the teacher effectiveness
perceptions of single sex and coeducational school teachers within the
context of their curriculum effectiveness perceptions. As well, this
analysis was undertaken to deter.ine whether any of these subgroups
perceived theMselves to be ineffective in teaching tatholic aoral
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principles to middle and upper secondary students.
Means, t values and response distribution percentages for the
single sex schools and single sex/coeducational schools subgroups were
calculated on the Curriculum and Teacher Effectiveness subscales. In
response to Research Question 5, the results listed in Table 16 show
that there were no significant differences between the moral education
effectiveness perceptions of Religious Education teachers in boys
schools and those in girls schools. However, Table 17 shows that
teachers of Religious Education in single sex schools perceived that
they were significantly less effective than those teachers in
coeducational schools on the Teacher Effectiveness subscale. On this
subscale, the levels of agreement ranged from 62% for girls school
teachers, 66% for boys school teachers and 70% for coeducational
school teachers. These results suggest that, although there was a
significant difference between the single sex and coeducational
subgroups' perceptions on the Teacher Effectiveness subscale, the
aajority of single sex and coeducational school teachers perceived
tha.selves to be effective in teaching Catholic moral principles to
middle and upper secondary students.
Table 16
Single sex Schools Subgrouos Means and t Values

Sub-scale
Curriculum
Teacher
Effectiveness

Girls Sch
Subgrp
Means

Boys Sch
Subgrp
Means

df

Values

3.38

3.13

23

1.53

3.60

3.39

23

1.88

J!l!R, *I!< .05
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Table 17
Single Sex/Coectucational Schools Subgroups Means and t Yalues
Slng.Sex
Sub-scale
Curriculum
Teacher
Effectiveness

Jlm.

Subgrp

Means

Coed
Subgrp

t

Means

df

Values

3.50

3.47

79

0.20

3.54

3.71

68

2.18*

*J!< .05

Having presented and discussed the results of the study, the
conclusions which were drawn from those results will be outlined in
the following chapter.
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CHAPTER 6

Conclusion
On the basis of validity assess•ent and unidimensionality and
reliability measurements in the present studY, it can be concluded
that the revised instrument which was designed in this study is a
reliable and valid aeans of measuring:
- teachers' perceptions of their effectiveness in teaching
Cathclic moral principles to •iddle and upper secondary
students.
- teachers' perceptions of the effectiveness of the elements
within the classroom which contribute to their teacher
effectiveness in middle and upper secondary •oral education.
The results of whole sample analysis are the present study's
responses to Research Questions 3 and 4. The main conclusions which
were drawn from those results are presented below.
- The majority of teachers perceived that they were effective in
teaching Catholic moral principles to middle and upper secondary
students. As well, a majority of teachers perceived that their
teacher behaviour was effective in contributing to their teacher
effectiveness in moral education within the Catholic middle and
upper secondary classroom.
- The level of agreement by teachers on the effectiveness of the
aoral education curriculu. was the lowest of all the elements
within the classroom which contribute to teacher effectiveness
in Catholic •iddle and upper moral education. Agre..ent by
teachers on curriculum effectiveness was weakest at 51% on the
'Religious Education is given top priority in the school
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curriculUJt' varial>le. This finding is consistomt with previous
findings I:Angus, 1988).
The resu Its of subgroup ana lysis is this study's response to
Research Questi·on 5. The main conclusions which were dra>m from those
results are presented bo!low.
- There wer·e no sig11ificant differences between the perceived
moral education effectiveness of teachers within the
experienced/inexperienced, lay/religious, single sex schools and
single sex/coeducational schools subgroups.
- Significantly fewer unqualified than qualified teachers
perceived that their teacher attributes and teaching philosophy
were effective contributors to their teacher effectiveness in
moral education within the catholic middle and upper secondary
classroom. This finding is consistent with previous findings
(Angus 1988).
- fewer unqualified teachers than other teachers in the study
perceived that their teacher effectiveness, teacher attributes
and teaching strategies were effective in Catholic middle and
upper secondary moral education. This finding is consistent with
previous findir.gs (Angus, 1988).
- Only 35% of unqualified teachers agreed that, in relation to the
provision of a comprener.sive guide to Catholic moral teachings,
the Catholic secondary

~chool's

curriculum priorities were

effective for the needs of unqualif·ied teachers of Religious
Education in •iddle and upper secondary classes. In contrast,
more than 60% of qualified teachers agreed that, in relation to
the provision of a coaprehensiva guide to Catholic •oral
teachings, the Catholic secondary school's curriculum priorities
were effective for the needs of qualified teachers of Religious
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Education in middle and upper secondary classes.
- More specialist teachers than other teachers in the study agreed
that their teacher behaviour contributed effectively to their
teacher effectiveness in Catholic •iddle and upper secondary
.oral education.
- Only 48% of nonspecialist teachers agreed that, in relation to
the provision of a co•prehensive guide to Catholic .oral
teachings, the Catholic secondary school's curriculu. prioritien
were effective for the needs of nonspecialist teachers of
Religious Education in middle and upper secondary classes. In
contrast, 75% of specialist teachers agreed that, in relation to
the provision of a co.prehensive guide to Catholic moral
teachings, the Catholic secondary school's curriculum priorities
were effective for the needs of specialist teachers of Religious
Education in middle and upper secondary classes.
The Catholic secondary moral education probla., which was
identified in Flynn (1985) and Angus (1988), raised questions about
the adequacy of the moral education curriculum and the competency of
Religious Education teachers. The present study contributed new
evidence towards the resolution of this problem In suggesting that:
- The effectiveness of the Catholic secondary school's curriculu•
priorities should be investigated •ore thoroughly. In
particular, the adequacy of the Catholic secondary school's
resources on Catholic moral teachings in satisfying the needs of
unqualified and nonspecialist teachers of Religious Education in
middle and upper secondary moral education should be exa•ined
more closely.
- The effectiveness of unqualified teachers of Religious Education
in teaching Catholic •oral principles to Iiddle and upper

secondary students should be investigated •ore thoroughly.
Confidence in the generalisability of the findings of this study
is limited by the sample representation of unqualified teachers (36%).
National and N.S.W. statistics on unqualified Religious Education
teachers in Catholic secondary schools were not available but, in
1989, 62.3% of these teachers in W.A. were unqualified (Catholic
Education Review, 1989). This Western Australian statistic is probably
aore representative of national trends than is the present study's
convenience saMple and therefore the whole sample findings of the
study may be generalised with only a low level of confidence.
However, the suspected saaple bias does not undermine confidence
in the generalisability of this study's findings on unqualified
teachers of Religious Education. The likelihood that a substantial
proportion of Religious Education teachers in Catholic secondary
schools nationally are unqualified reinforces this study's conclusion
that the moral education effectiveness of unqualified teachers and the
adequacy of the curriculum in meeting their professional needs should
be the focus of further investigation.
Development of the final instrument (Appendix Ill) involved some
modifications to the reliable and valid revised instrument which were
based on respondent reco..endations. Modifications to the revised
instrument included the addition of a 'Not Applicable' response option
to the Likert scale for attitudinal ite•s to enhance the
exhaustiveness of the response options. As well, the wording of
Teacher Effectiveness ite•s was amended from 'I a• effective in
teaching Catholic moral principles' to 'I am effective in advocating
the voluntary adoption of Catholic aoral principles'. This wording
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change iaproved ite• ca.prehensibility and aore closely reflects the
study's teaching outcomes concept·of teacher effectiveness. The final
instrUEent classifies respondents a.ccording to their Religious
Education teaching qualifications and teaching specialisation. The
instrument contains curriculum, teacher effectiveness, teacher
attributes, teaching philosophy and teaching strategies multi-item
scalf:s.

To build on the present study's findings, the final instrument
should be used in a study of at least 200 subjects, approxi•ately half
of which should be unqualified teachers of Religious Education.
Diocesan administrators may use the instrument to ascertain the
strengths and weaknesses of teaching personnel and resources in senior
secondary moral education within their dioceses. Case studies, based
on the findings of the present study, could provide valuable data
towards the resolution of the acral education proble• fro• the
perspectives of various interest grOuPS within Catholic secondary
schools.

'
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APPENDIX 1
Letter to Respondents
P.O. Box 502,
Cowra, N.S.W.
2794
4th August 1991

Dear Teacher of Religious Education,
You are invited to participate in a study which is being conducted in
soae Catholic secondary schools in New South Wales and Western
Australia. This study is an important stage in the developaent of a
questionnaire for Iiddle and upper secondary teachers of Religious
Education. The purpose of the questionnaire is to •easure teachers'
perceptions of their effectiveness in teaching Catholic Moral
principles to Year 9, 10, 11 and 12 students.
It is widely acknowledged in the Catholic education coa~unity that
acral education is a cooplex and challenging teaching area. Recent
research has found Catholic schools generally to be religiously
effective but problems have been identified in secondary •oral
education. Until now, the focus of most Catholic school studies has
been on student religious attitudes. Despite the important role they
play in student moral development, teachers of Religious Education
have not been invited to participate extensively in evaluating the
1oral education problem. The development of this questionnaire will
initiate the evaluation of Catholic secondary moral education, froa
the teacher's perspective. When the questionnaire has been revised
through pilot study evaluation, it will be ready for use in a larger
study which will further clarify the moral education problem.
As an implementer of your school's moral education program, you are
uniquely situated to contribute important information to the problem
evaluation process. Your participation in this study would assist me
in improving the reliability and validity of the questionnaire.
Respondents to the questionnaire will remain completely anonymous at
every stage of inforaation processing. The responses will be strictly
confidential and no attempt will be made to identify schools or
individual teachers. There will be no aeans of tracing individual
questionnaires back to respondents and the questionnaires will be
locked inside a private filing cabinet after the coded responses have
been transcribed onto computer disks.
I a• a Catholic teacher who has undertaken this research project
without sponsorship. I believe that this project seeks to address an
iaportant and practical need in Catholic secondary education. For this
reason, I urge you to volunteer as a questionnaire respondent.
Tile is precious to teachers in Catholic schools but I believe that
the c01pletion of the questionnaire and the attached evaluation sheet
would be tile well spent. In •Y esti1ation, the questionnaire 1ay be
COIPleted within one hour.
Could you please:
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1.

ColiPlete the questionnaire this week.

2.

Seal it inside the enclosed blank envelope.

3.

Place your blank envelope inside the larger envelope which
is held by your Religious Education Coordinator.

Your Coordinator will mail the larger envelope to •e next ~k. When
the revised questionnaire is COIIPleted, I will send a copy of it to
participating schools.
Thank you, in anticipation of your cooperation,
Yours sincerely,
Peter Cassidy
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APPENDIX II
Initial lnstru.ent

A SELF ADMINISTERED QUESTIONNAIRE

Catholic Secondary Teachers of Religious Education
in Years 9, 10, 11 and 12
Teachers' perceptions of their effectiveness in
teaching Moral Education in Years 9, 10, 11 and 12
PURPOSE:

Evaluation of Catholic senior secondary Moral
Education

INSTRUCIIQHS
1.

There are six sections in the questionnaire:
Respondent Profile !teas
Curriculu. !teas
Religious Environment Items
Moral Influences Items
Teacher Effectiveness Items
Teacher Behaviour Items

2.

Please read each item carefully.

3.

Most items require respondents to tick one box only.

4.

!teas 7 and 12 of the Respondent Profile section are the only
iteas which aay require you to cross more than one box.

5.

!~ems to which you feol unqualified to respond, ie. are outside
your teaching sphere, should not be attempted.

6.

Please do not write your name on any part of the questionnaire.

7.

Ple&se complete the questionnaire this week.

8.

When you have completed the questionnaire, please seal it inside
the blank envelope provided.

9.

Place the sealed blank envelope inside the larger envelope held
by your Religious Education Co-ordinator.
Thank you for your participation,
Peter Cassidy.
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A SELF APMINISTERED QUESJIOINAIRE
Resoondent Profile Itews
eJiDSe Tick the IPRrQprjate ..11211

1.

Please indicate Whether you are Male •••••• 1===1 or Female ••• 1===1

2.

How many years have you been teaching

1

less than 2 years •••• 1===1

1===1
6 to 10 years • • • • • • • • 1===1
11 years or 110re •• •• • 1===1
2 to 5 years •••••••••

3.

How •any years have you been teaching in a
Catholic School 1
less than 2 years

••• 0

1===1
6 to 10 years • • • • • • • • I===I
11 years or •ore ••••• 1===1
2 to 5 years •••••••••

4.

How .any yt!ars have you been teaching
Religious Education 1
less than 2 years •••• 1===1

1===1
6 to 10 years •••••••• 1===1
11 years or •ore •••••• 1===1
2 to 5 years • • • • • • • • •
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Respondent Profile Itews (cont.)
5.

As a student, did you attend a Catholic
pri•ary school ?

Yes ...

1=1

No ... 1=1

6.

As a student, did you attend a Catholic
secondary school ?

Yes .. • I= I

No ... 1=1

7.

Which level of Religious Education
teacher training have you received ?
Religious Formation
Progra. undertaken
with Religious Orders

.....

Tick as wanv boxes as
agproprjate
Under Graduate
Religious Studies .... 1=1

II

Accreditation/
Certificate ............... I

Post Graduate
Religious Studies .... 1=1

I

Degree in Theology/
_
Religious Education .. 1_1

Diocesan
Service Courses ••••••••••• 1=1
8.

None ................ l

I

The school in which you are teaching is a;
Single sex girls school •••• )=!
Single sex boys school •••• 1=1
Co-educational school ••••• 1

9. Your school is;

I

Within Sydney•etropolitan area •••••••••••••• 1=1
Outside Sydney•etropolitan area ••••••••••••• )

10. Your school enrols,

I

Day students only .................... 1==:1

Day and boarding students •••••••••• 1=1
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Respgndent Profile ltews (cont.)
11.

Please indicate your full·tiae equivalent
teaching status. (eg, Full-ti .. = 1.0, Half-time= 0.5)
0.1

......

1=1

0.2

0.3

• • • • 0.

1=1

0.4

0

1=1

0.6

••••••

1=1

0.8

•

1=1

1.0

0.5
0.7
0.9
12.

•

•

0 •

0

0

•

•••

•

•• 0

0

1=1

0

...... 1=1
•••

1=1

0 0 ••• 0

1=1

•••• 0

1=1

•

0 0

•

Please indicate the percentage of your
teaching time taken up in each of the
curriculu.tadainistration areas listed below.
Write the percentagos in the boxes
Religious Education ••• 1=1%
English/Languages/
Social Studies •••••••• 1=1%
Mathematics/

Science ............... 1=1%

Other Subject Areas
(Please specify) - - - - - - - - - - - ••• I
Administration

100

•••••• 0

•

I%

S!II!VEY OUESIIOIIS

Please express your personal feelings towards each nUibered statement by
placing a cross (x) in the box above the letter Which best indicates your
agreement or disagreement with the stateoent. Tick one box only
SA= (Strongly agree),
D = (Disagree),

A= (Agree),
U = (Undecided),
SD = (Strongly Disagree)

CurriculUM Items
1.

This school's Religious Education curriculum
seeks to address all the moral principles
relevant to the moral development of middle
and upper secondary students ••••••••••••••••••••• ISA 1~1-ull-uil SDI

2.

This school has a clearly delineated set of
moral education topics for each Year level •••••••• 1_1_1_1_1_1
SAAUDSD

3.

Religious Education (including moral
education) should be offered as an academic
subject at a level similar to that of
matriculation (TEE/HSC) subjects •••••••••••••••••• 1_1_1_1_1_1
SAAUDSD

4.

Religious Education is given top priority in
this school's curriculum •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 I I I I I
SA ~UD SD

5.

This school's teaching resources include a
comprehensive guide to Catholic moral teachings . .. 1 I I I I I
SA ~UD SD

6.

Middle and upper secondary moral education
teaching resources should include a
comprehensive guide to Catholic noral teachings •••• J.,.....l_l_l_l_l
s~AUDSD

1.

The teaching of aorality is shared by
other disciplines within the secondary school
curriculum (eg. Human Biology; Reproduction
and Catholic teachings on abortion) •••••••••••••••• l_l_l_l_l_l
SAAUDSD
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Rei i gi ous Envi !"O!JIIent ltt!!!s
1.

Classroo• teachers of Religious Education at
this school have an adequate understanding of
Catholic teachings on the •oral issues
contained within the •iddle and upper
secondary Religious Educ11tion curriculUll .......... 1
SA

2.

Teachers of Religious Education at this
school have access to resource personnel
who are specialists in moral studies •••••••••••••• 1
SA

3.

I

I

AUD

I

I

I

ADD

I

I
SD

I

I
SD

All teachers at this school are available
to take Religious Education teaching
respOnSibility

4.

I

J

ouoooououoooooouoouoouoooouool

I

I

)

)

SAAUDSD

The Christian environment of this school
supports the moral principles taught to
students in Religious Education classes ••••••••••• 1
SA

I

I

I

AUD

I

I
SD

5.

The attitudes and behaviour of teachers at
this school provide students with appropriate
•odels of Christian living •••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 I I I I I
SAAUD SD

6.

Teachers of Religious Education at this
school know their students as individual

I
I I
SAAUDSil

persons .......................................... . 1

7.

This school's enrolment policy reflects
Catholic teachings on social justice •••••••••••••• 1
SA

8.

l think this school assumes too •uch
responsibility for the moral education of

its students ...................................... !
SA

9.

Parents at this school are advised of
developments in the aoral education

I

I

I

I

AUDS!i

I I I I
AUD

I

I
SD

I I I I I
SAAUDS!i

prograa ......................•....•............... )

10.

Parents at this school have the opportunity to
bec01e involvGd in the aoral education progr.. .. .. 1

SA
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I

I

I

I

AUDSD

I

Pieliglous Environwent ltews (cont.)
11.

Catholic teachings on social justice are
reflected in this school's pastoral care policy ••

I I I I I I
S"ATuoSli

12.

The pressures associated with pr~paring for
external examinations cause •any Years 9, 10, 11
and/or 12 students to resent the time spent in
•Y Reiigious Education classes .................... I_ _ 1_1_1_1
SAAUDSD

13.

Students at this school, generally, express
moral values Which are consistent with
Catholic moral teachings •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 I I I I I
S"ATullSli

14.

Parents often express concern about their
children's •oral values and/or behaviour •••••••••• 1 I I I I I
S"ATullSli

15.

Parents too often leave the •oral education
of their children to the school ••••••••••••••••••• 1 I I I I I
SAAUDSD

16.

Sufficient opportunities for upgrading foraal
Religious Education teaching qualifications
are available to Catholic teachers •••••••••••••••• 1 I I I I
SA AUDSO

17.

The celebration of liturgical feasts is an
i•portant part of the life of this school ••••••••• 1 I I I I I
SA AUDSD
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Moral Influences
I.

A significant influence on the •oral values
of Years 9, 10, 11 and/or 12 ~ is
(a) The HOlle ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1

I

I

I

I

"SATuoso

(b)

I

The Peer Group •..•••••••••••.••..•• 1_1_1_1_1_1
SA A U D SO

!cl The School .••••••.••••••.•.•.••.•.• I"SAITiulolsol
(d) The Church .•.••.•.••••••.•.••••..•• 1_1_1_1_1_1
SA A U 0 SO
(e) Mass Media ..••••..••••••.••••••..•• 1_1_1_1_1_1

SAAUDSD

2.

A significant influence on the aoral values
of Years 9, 10, 11 and/or 12 girls is
(a) The Hoae •.•••.•..••.••••.•..•••••••

l_l_l __ l_l_]
SA A U D SD

(b) The Peer Group •..••••••••••••••.•••

(c)

The School .......•...........•.....

(d) The Church •••••••.•••••••.••••..••• I

I I 1_1 I
SATU 0 SO

(e) Mass Media •••••••••••••••••••••••••

111111
"SATuoso

(fl Teachers of Religious Education •••. ISA 1Tiul
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Teacher Effectiveness
1.

it!!IS

I aa effective in teaching Catholic aoral
principles on the following aoral issues to
Years 9, 10, 11 and/or 12 9irli
(a) Racial Prejudice ••••••••••••• 1_1_1_1_1_1
SAAUDSD
(b) Sexual Morality .............. 1_1_1_1_1_1
SAAUDSD
(c)

Abortion •••••••.••••••••.•••. 1_1_1_1_1_1
SAAUDSD

(f) Honesty (Integrity) ••••••••••• ISA 1-x-1-u-1-o-1-sol

I I I I I
SA A -ul -o- -sD

(g) Contraception •••••••••.•••••• I

(i)

Euthanasia •.•••••.••••.•••.••

(j) Drug Usage ••••.•••.••••••••.• I

SA

1_1
A

I I I
-ul -o- -sD

(k) War I Nuclear War ••.••••••••• ISA 1-x-1-u-1-o-1 SDI
(1)

Social Justice ............. •• 1_1_1_1_,._1 SDI
SA
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Jeacber EffectiYJ!!!!!SS lte!ls (cont.)
2.

I a• effect·jve in teaching Catholic .oral
principles on the following .oral issues to
Years 9, 10, 11 and/or 12 ~
(a) Racial Prejudice ............. 1_1

1_1_1_1

SAAU

0

SO

!cl Abortion ..................... I

I

I

(f) Honesty (Integrity) ••••••••••• I

I

1_1 I I
u oso

I

I

I

I

5ATuoso

"SAT

(g) Contraception •••••••••••••••• I
SA

I

I

Tuoso

I

I

(i) Euthanasia ................... 1_1_1_1_1_1
SA

!kl War I Nuclear War •••••••••••• I

A

I

SA

U

I

SO

0

I

I

AUD so

I

.
'

!

I
t'
I

[

!t

f
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Ieacber Effectiveness ltE!!s (cont.)
3.

I influence positively the aoral values and
behaviour of •Y Religious Education students •••••

4.

Most stud•nts deaonstrated interest in the
aoral education topics covered in •Y Religious
Education classes this year •••••••••••••••••••••• ISA 1-x-1-uil-oil SOl

1~1-x-1-u-1-o>l-sDI

5.

Students are generally less aotivated to
learn in •Y Religious Education classes
then in their other classes •••••••••••••••••••••• I SAI~I--ul--ul-:sJ

6.

It is i~ossible to judge the effectiveness of
aoral education until years after students
1

I

I

I a. happy teaching Religious Education to
Years 9, 10, 11 and/or 12 students •••••••••••••••• 1

I

I

have left school .........................

H

.......

~

-x-

I

I

I

I

-u- -o- -so

I

Teacher Bebavi our ltll!ls
1.

~

-x-

-u- -o-

so

I

2.

I support catholic Church teachings on aoral
issues wllen they are challenged by students ....... 1_1_1_1_1 I
SAAUDSD

3.

I use a variety of different teaching aethods
and approaches in •oral education lessons ••••••••• 1

I

I

I

I

~TllTSIJ

I

4.

Out of class school experiences, such as
retreats and Christian Living camps, are an
i~ortant formative influence in the •oral
education I offer to students ••••••••••••••••••••• 1 I I I I I
SA TUDSD

5.

I experience aore difficulty in teaching
Religious education to Years 9, 10, 11 and/or 12
students than in teaching other subject areas ..... 1_1_1_1_1_1
SAAUDSD

6.

I openly express 1y aot•al values to students
even if those values are contrary to Catholic

Church teachings ..•.....•..............•.......•. . 1

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

SA A -ul -oi Sll

7.

I avoid aoral education topics which involve
classrooa discussion of controversial

110ra1 issues ..•...•............................•.. !

~
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Teacher Behaviour ltews (cont.)
8.

I a1 confident in discussing .oral issues in
Years 9, 10, 11 and/or 12 Religious Education
classes because I have a satisfactory
understanding of Catholic aoral teachings ••••••••• 1_1_1_1_1_1
SAAUOSO

9.

I assess IY students' 1oral education knowledge
as part of their Religious Education classes ...... 1_1_1_1_1_1
SAAUilSD

10.

I assess IY students' 10ral education skills
as part of their Religious Education classes ...... 1 1_1_1_1_1
~ A U 0
SO

11.

I evaluate •Y students' •oral education
attitudes as part of their Religious
Education classes ................................ . 1

I

I

I

~Tun

I

so

I

12.

Assess•ents and evaluations of student aoral
devel~ent are used in IY 1oral education
progra1 to evaluate IY own effectiveness .......... 1_1_1_1 1_1
SA A U 0 SO

13.

I use the Old Testa~ent Scriptures
in the develop1ent of •oral theaes in my
Religious Education classes ••••••••••••••••••••••• 1

I

I

I

I

~TlloS!i

14.

I

know IY students as individual persons

0

0 0 0

•

0 •

0 •

I

1_1_1_1_1_1
SA

A

U

0

SO

15.

I use the New Testaaent Scriptures
in the devel~ent of aoral theaes in my
Religious Education classes ••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 I I I I I
SA"TlloS!i

16.

The Church's teachings on aoral issues
are presented clearly to ay students as an
integral step in the developaent of 1oral

education topics .•..........•.........•.......•.. . 1_1_1_1_1_1

SAAUOSO

17.

Students in •Y Religious Education classes
are exposed to the role and scope of personal
conscience in deteraining aatters of personal
aorality .......................................... 1
SA

18.

I I I I I
T l l l l so

I feel free to adapt IY aoral education
prograa to the needs of IY students ............... 1_1_1 1_1 I
SA AUOS!i
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Teacher Bebayjour Itews (cont. l
19.

I respect ay students' rights to privacy in
teaching Catholic 110ral principles •••••••••••••••• 1_1_1_1_1_1
SAAUDSD

20.

The developoent of decision aaking skills in
relation to aoral issues is an iaportant
ele.ent in ay •iddle and upper secondary
Religious Education prograa •••••••••••.••••••••••• l_l_l_l_i_l
SA A U D SD

21.

I respect ay students' rights to free
choice in teaching Catholic

aoral principles .............................. ~ .... }

I

I

I

I

sTTuoS!i

I

22.

My attitudes and behaviour provide •Y students
with appropriate aodels of Christian living ••••••• 1- I I I I I
SA.AUD SD

23.

Priests are actively involverl in ay aoral
Education lessons at appropriate tiaes •••••••••••• 1 I I I I I
SA TuoS!i

24.

Resource personnel are involved in ay aoral
education lessons at appropriate tiaes •••••••••••• (
I
5ATuoS!i

25.

Moral education resources leg. video, films)
are used in the developaent of aoral topics,
in ay program, on a regular basis ••••••••••••••••• 1 I
I
5ATuoSfi

26.

In my moral education lessons, students are
encouraged to evaluate the adequacy of
reasoning in all stances on moral issues •••••••••• 1 I I I I I
SA AUD SO

27.

I think it is natural for adolescents to doubt,
question and be uncertain about Catholic

110ral teachings ...........................•....... )

I

I

I

I

5ATuoS!i

28.

I

Coapassion for others is an iaportant theme in
ay aoral e~!!~ation prograa •••••••••••••••••••••••• 1_1_1_1_1_1
SAAUDSD

•
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Teacher Behayiour ltE!!s (cont. l
29.

The Religious Education I received at school
assists ae in teaching Years 9, 10, 11 and/or 12
Religious Education classes ••••••••••••••••••••••• 1_1_1_1_1_1
SAAUDSD

30.

I adopt the sa~ teaching approach in •oral
education lessons as that used by ay teachers
when I was •orally educated at school ••••••••••••• !

I
SA

31.

I I I I
AUDSD

The following 4 attributes contribute
substantially to ay Religious Education
teacher effectiveness;
(a)

Foraal Religious Education teaching
qualifications ............................... !
SA

I I I I
AUD

I
SD

(bl

Religious Education teaching experience ••••• 1 I 1 I I I
SA AUDSD

(c)

Personal coaaitaent to the Catholic Faith ••• 1
SA

(d)

Professional teaching skills •••••••••••.•••• 1
SA
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I I I I
AUD

SD

I

I I I I
AUD

SD

I

------------

QUESTIONNAIRE EVALUATION SHEET
The following questions seek feedback froa respondents about the
questionnaire.
Please reod the list of questions and respond to only those which you
feel are relevant to deficiencies in the questionnaire.
Ooes the Questionnaire have deficiencies irl.the following areas:
1.

The questionnaire instructions?-------------

2.

The questionnaire layout? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

3.

The questionnaire length? - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

4.

Appropriateness of the section headings? - - - - - - - - -

5.

Appropriateness of section sequencing? - - - - - - - - - -

6.

Sequencing of the questions (ite•sl? - - - - - - - - - - -

7.

The item format (form of questioning)? - - - - - - - - -

8.

Ita. defects? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

9.

Irrelevant items? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

10.

Any relevant issues not addressed in the questionnaire?
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APPEIIDIX Ill
Final lnstru.ent
A SELF ADMINISTERED

Q~ESTIONNAIRE

E.QR:

Catholic Secondary Teachers of Religious Education
in Years 9, 10, 11 and 12

IlltiC:

Teachers' perceptions of their effectiveness in
teaching Moral Education in Years 9, 10, 11 and 12

PURPQSE:

Evaluation of Catholic senior secondary Moral
Education

IMSTRUCTIONS
1.

There are four sections in the questionnaire:
Respondent Profile lt..s
Curriculwa Items
Teacher Effectiveness lte•s
Teacher Behaviour lt9s

2.

Please read each item carefully.

3.

Most items require respondents to cross one box only.

4.

lt9s 7 and 12 of the Respondent Profile section are the only
it9s which may require you to tick more than one box.

5.

For items to which you feel unqualified to respond, ie. are
outside your teaching sphere, please place a cross in the 'Not
Applicable' box.

6.

Please do not write your na•e on any part of the questionnaire.

7.

Please complete the questionnaire this week.

8.

When you have completed the questionnaire, please seal it inside
the blank envelope provided.

9.

Place the sealed blank envelope inside the larger envelope held
by your Religious Education Co-ordinator.
Thank you for your participation,
Peter Cassidy.
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RESPO!IlEIIT PROFILE HEMS

Please eross the appropriate boxes
1.

Which level of Religious Education
teacher training have you received?
Religious Foraation
Progrmo underteken
with Religious Orders ••••• 1==:1
Accredit•tion/
Certificate •.•••.••••••••• 1==:1

Under Graduate
Religious Studi2s ••••• 1==:1
Post Graduate
Religious Studies ••••• 1==:1

Diocesan
Service Courses ••••••••••• 1==:1
2.

Degree in Theology/
_
Rei igious Education ... 1_1
None ••••••••••••••••• • 1=1

Please indicate the percentage of your
teaching tiae which is taken up teaching
Religious Education.

Write the percentage in the box •.•.••..•.•..•••••.••••.•••••••••. I

I%

MI!Illll!NAL ITEMS

Please express your personal feelings towards each nuabered stateoent by placing a
cross (x) in the box above the Jetter which best indicates your agree•ent or
disagreement with the stateaent. Cross one box o~
SA
0

= (Strongly agree),
= (Disagree),

A = (Agree),

U = (Undecided),

SO = (Strongly Disagree)

NA = (Not Applicable)

CUrricultll !tells
3.

This school's Religious Education curt'iculum
seeks to address all the moral principles
relevant to the moral development of middle
and upper seco•tdary students .................... .

4.

This school has a clearly delineated set of
_
.oral education topics for each Year level ........ 1_1_1_1_1_11_1
SA A U 0 SO NA

'· 5.

Religious Education is given top priority in
_
this school's curriculum .......................... 1 I I I I II I
SAAUD so NA

6.

This school's teaching resources include a
ca~prehensive guide to Catholic .oral teachings ...1
113

I I I I 11-1
SA"Tullso NA

eurriculll! ltews (cont.)
7.

Middle and upper secondary aoral P.ducation
teaching resources should include a
COIPrehensive guide to Catholic .oral teachings •••• (~l~l-u-1-o-1

50

___
11 NAI

Teacher Effectiveness ltews
8.

I a• effective in advocating the voluntary adoption
of catholic .oral principles on the following .oral
issues by Years 9, 10, 11 and/or 12 bQxi
(a) Racial Prejudice ••••••••••••• 1___ 1___ 1___ 1___ 1___ 11=1
SA A U D SD NA
(bl Sexual Morality .............. l~l~lu1

0 1 50 11

NAI

(cl Abortion ..................... 'sA ITiulolsoll NAI
(d) Invitro Fertilisation ........ 1___ 1___ 1___ 1___ 1_11=1
SA A U D SD NA

(f) Honesty (Integrity) ........... I

I I I I Il-l
SA AUD SD NA

(g) Contraception •••••••••••••••• lsA 1Tiu1

1 soli NAI

0

(h) Genetic Engineering .......... I

I

I

I

I

(i) Euthanasia ••.•••.••.•.••••••• I

I

I

I

I

(j) Drug Usage .••..••.•.•••..•••• I

I

I

I

(k) War I Nuclear War ............ I

I

I

I

~T-u-oso

Il-l
NA

SD

11---1
NA

~~uoso

I

11---1
NA

I

11---1
NA

~T-o-o

~Tuoso

m social Justice ............... I~ITiu1

0 1 50 11
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NAI

~-----~~.~.~-~-~·~ --.-·~.-~·-····---·~~·~~~-~_ _._~·--- ~·--c·•co•··..

.............

....

Teacher Effectiveness Itews (cont. l
9.

I a. effective in advocating the voluntary adoption
of Catholic .oral principles on the following acral
issues by Years 9, 10, ll and/or 12 9irli

(b)

Sexual Morality ••••••••••••.• ISA IAJ.UIDI SOli NAI

(c)

Abortion ........•............ I

I I 1 1 11-1
SAT u o so NA

(d) Invitro Fertilisation ••••••.• ISA ITIUIDI

soli NAI

I I I I Il-l
"SATuoSil liA

(e) Divorce I Re•arriage • • • • • . • • • I

(f) Honesty !Integrity) ••••••••••• I_I_A I_U 1_1_11-1
SA
0 SO NA

(h) Genetic Engineering •••••••..• 1_1_1_1_1_11=1
SA A U D SO NA
(i l Euthanasia ................... I

I

I

I

I

SAAUD so

Il-l
NA

I I I I 11-1
5ATuoSil liA

!jl Drug usage ................... I

I I I I 11-1
"SATuoSil liA

lkl War I Nuclear War ............ I

Teacher Behaviour lt!!!!S
10.

I aa happy teaching Religious Education to
Years 9, 10, 11 and/or 12 students ................ 1

I I I I 11-1
"SATuoSil liA
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Teacher Behaviour It!!!!s (cont. l
11.

I support Catholic Church teachings on aoral
_
issues when they are challenged by students ....... 1_1_1_1_1_11_1
SA

A

U

0

SD

NA

12.

I use a variety of differ·ent teaching •ethods
_
and approaches in moral education lessons ......... 1
I II I
SAAUD SD liA

13.

Out of class school experiences, such as
retreats and Christian living caaps, are an
iaportant foraative influence in the aoral
education I offer to students ••••••••••••••••••••• 1---,
SA

14.

I I I
AUD

SD

II

_
NA

I

I openly exp·ess my moral values to students
even if those values are contrary to Catholic

Church teachings ....•............................. 1_1_1 _ _ 1_11--1
SAAUDSDNA

15.

I avoid aoral education topics which involve
classroo• discussion of controversial

I I
I
SAAUD

110ral issues ..........................•.......... . 1

SD

Il-l
NA

16.

I aa confident in discussing •oral issues in
Years 9, 10, 11 andtor 12 Religious Education
classes because I have a satisfactory
understanding of Catholic moral teachings ......... 1 I I I
Il-l
SAAUD SD NA

17.

The Church's teachings on moral issues
are presented clearly to my students as an
inteqral step in the development of moral
_
education topics .................................. 1 I I I I II I
SAAUDSD NA

18.

Students in my Religious Education classes
are exposed to the role and scope of personal
conscience in deteraining Matters of personal

I

I

I

II

I feel free to adapt ay aoral education
prograa to the needs of ay students ............... 1 I

I

I

I

Il-l

Si\Tuoso

19.

Si\Tuoso

20.

_

I

110rality .......................................... !

liA

I

liA

I respect •Y students' rights to privacy in
_
teaching Catholic aoral principles ................ 1 1_1_1_1_11 I
SAA
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U

D

SOfiA

Jeacber Bebayjour lten (cont.)
21.

The developaent of decision aaking skills in
relatior. to aoral issues is an i~PQrtant
ell!llent in •Y •iddle and upper secondary
_
Religious Education progra• ••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 I I I I II I
Si\TllllSI! liA

22.

I respect •Y students' rights to free
choice in teaching Catholic

woral principles .........••...................... . 1

I

I

I

I

Il-l

SA AUD SD liA

23.

My attitudes and behaviour provide •Y students
_
with appropriate models of Christian living ••••••• 1_1_1_1_1_11_1
SA A U D SD NA

24.

In •Y aoral education lessons, students are
encouraged to evaluate the adequacy of
reasoning in all stances on aor&l issues .......... 1 I I I I Il-l
Si\AUD SD HA

25.

Co•nassion for others is an important tha.e in

my~raleducationprogra. ........................ l

I I I I 11-1
Si\AUD SD HA

26.

My assess.ent and evaluation of student aoral
developaent is used in •Y •oral education
_
prograa to evaluate •Y own effectiveness .......... 1 I 1_1_1_11 I
Si\TU D SD NA

27.

I use the Old Testament Scriptures
in the developgent of moral theaes
_
in •Y Religious Education classes ••••••••••••••••• 1 I I I I II I
Si\AUDSD HA

28.

I use the New Testaaent Scriptures
in the developaent of moral theaes
_
in •Y Religious Education classes ••••••••••••••••• 1 I I I I II I
SAAUD SD NA

29.

Moral education resources I resource personnel
are used in the developaent of aoral topics,
in •Y progra•, on a regular basis ••••••••••••••••• 1
Il-l
S"AAUD SD HA
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